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After revising the North Anna Unit 3 COLA in 2013 to incorporate General Electric-
Hitachi's ESBWR technology, Dominion met with the NRC on several occasions in 2014
to discuss our approach for performing the seismic analyses described in the COLA's
FSAR. Based on those meetings and the results of seismic sensitivity analyses that
have been performed, Dominion has decided to modify its approach to performing
certain aspects of the seismic analyses.

The modifications are intended to simplify the site-specific seismic analyses, increase
consistency with the seismic analyses presented in the ESBWR design certification
document (DCD), and apply the most current ground motion model approved by the
NRC.

Enclosed is a North Anna Unit 3 Seismic Closure Plan (SCP) that provides an overview
of the technical work being performed, and specifies when the associated reports, RAI
responses, and COLA revisions will be made available to the NRC.

A key feature of the SCP is to provide information to the NRC as soon as it becomes
available. Technical reports and analyses will be submitted to the NRC as they are
completed. Three sets of COLA markups will be submitted in 2015. The first set will
revise geotechnical information; the second set will revise the COLA to incorporate the
results of the SSI, SSSI, and stability analyses; and the third set will revise the COLA to
incorporate the results of the analyses of SSC design capacities. Submittal dates for
these COLA markups are identified in the SCP.

We also propose to meet with NRC Staff after you have had the opportunity to review
the SCP and discuss its contents. We will coordinate that meeting through the NRC
North Anna Unit 3 project manager.
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Please contact Regina Borsh at (804) 273-2247 (regina.borsh@dom.com) if you have
questions.

Very truly yours,

Mark D. Mitchell

Enclosure: North Anna 3 Seismic Closure Plan

Commitments made by this letter: Provide information to the NRC as described in the
enclosed Seismic Closure Plan.

cc: C. P. Patel, NRC
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region II
T. S. Dozier, NRC
G. J. Kolcum, NRC
D. Paylor, VDEQ
W. T. Lough, SCC
P. W. Smith, DTE
M. K. Brandon, DTE
R. J. Bell, NEI
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North Anna Unit 3 Seismic Closure Plan

INTRODUCTION
In December 2013, Dominion submitted a revision to the North Anna Unit 3 (NA3) Combined
License Application (COLA). The revision included site-specific seismic analyses, which were
required because the site-specific seismic response spectra exhibited exceedances from the
certified seismic design response spectra (CSDRS) at certain frequencies.

Through meetings, telephone calls, and requests for additional information (RAIs), the NRC staff
has provided feedback on the seismic-related information that Dominion has developed to date.
Based on the NRC's feedback, and the results of sensitivity studies that have been performed,
Dominion has decided to modify certain elements of the seismic analyses. These modifications
are intended to simplify the site-specific seismic analyses, increase consistency with the seismic
analyses presented in the ESBWR design certification document (DCD), and apply the most
current ground motion model approved by the NRC.

This Seismic Closure Plan (SCP) describes the planned changes to the seismic analyses and
the associated revisions that will be made to the COLA and affected RAIs. Specifically, the SCP
includes:

* Descriptions of the COLA revisions that are necessary to incorporate the results of the
revised seismic analyses and address the seismic-related RAIs. Dominion will revise the
COLA as the technical work is completed, and submit COLA revisions to the NRC in
February 2015, July 2015, and December 2015. Attachment 1 provides a summary of
the COLA changes and the schedule for providing COLA markups to the NRC for review

* Descriptions of the technical changes that are being made to develop the revised site-
specific design ground motion based on the 2013 GMM and to incorporate the results
into the seismic analyses. This information is organized by COLA part and FSAR
section. Attachment 2 lists the cases that will be analyzed. Attachment 3 provides a list
of the technical reports that will be submitted to the NRC, including the scheduled
submittal dates

" The schedule for submitting RAI responses, including revisions to responses that have
previously been submitted (Attachment 4)

* A table (Attachment 5) that lists the information that the NRC requested to support two
planned audits, and the dates when the information will be available. This list is based
on a list of audit items that the NRC's Chapter 3 Project Manager provided to Dominion
by email on July 2, 2014
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DESCRIPTION OF COLA REVISIONS

Background

The December 2013 NA3 COLA submittal presented the results of seismic analyses, including
Soil-Structure Interaction (SSI) analyses that were performed to address the NA3 site
conditions' exceedances of the certified seismic design response spectra (CSDRS). The
information related to site-specific seismic analyses included:

" Geologic information and field reconnaissance activities related to the August 23, 2011
Mineral, Virginia, earthquake

* Development of revised site-specific hard rock probabilistic seismic hazard analysis
(PSHA) and ground motion response spectra (GMRS) based on utilization of the EPRI
Central and Eastern United States Seismic Source Characterization (CEUS-SSC)
Report (EPRI document number 1021097, published jointly with NRC and DOE as
NUREG-2115). Ground motions were estimated using hard-rock ground motion
prediction equations (GMPEs) published by EPRI in 2004, along with aleatory
uncertainties published by EPRI in 2006 (2004/2006 GMM)

* Updated shear wave velocity (Vs) profiles for structures to reflect the revised NA3 layout
for the ESBWR plant and additional borings

* Development of revised foundation input response spectra (FIRS) for comparison with
CSDRS

* Development of soil-structure-interaction (SSI) input response spectra and strain-
compatible SSI input soil profiles for each seismic Category I structure to evaluate
CSDRS exceedances

* Performance of site-specific SSI analyses for the ESBWR Seismic Category I buildings:

- Reactor Building (RB)/Fuel Building (FB)

-- Control Building (CB)

- Firewater Service Complex (FWSC)

* Justification of adequacy of ESBWR Seismic Category I structures to withstand site-
specific seismic load demands that exceeded the ESBWR seismic loads by use of a
conservative scaling method

Summary of COLA Revisions

The SSI analyses that support the 2013 COLA submittal were performed following the general
approach that was used in the DCD and for Fermi 3, taking into account the NA3 CSDRS
exceedances. This included using SSI analyses of the partially embedded models of the RB/FB
and CB as the design basis, and performing sensitivity studies to confirm that these analyses
were conservative. For NA3, the preliminary results of the sensitivity SSI analyses of the fully
embedded models have not shown the SSI analyses of the partially embedded models to be
bounding. Therefore, Dominion has developed a strategy to address this issue.

In addition to the results of the seismic sensitivity studies, Dominion has been working to
address feedback that the NRC staff has provided on the NA3 seismic analyses through face-
to-face meetings and telephone calls, and RAIs.

Dominion has developed this SCP to address the results of the sensitivity studies and the
NRC's feedback in a manner that maximizes consistency with the DCD and simplifies the site-
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specific seismic analyses to the maximum extent possible. This includes developing a revised
site-specific design ground motion based on the 2013 GMM. At the time the current site-specific
hard rock PSHA and GMRS analyses were initiated, updated GMPEs (also referred to as the
GMM) were being developed by EPRI but had not yet been approved. Therefore, for the 2013
COLA submittal, Dominion decided to proceed with use of the available 2004/2006 GMM.
However, in connection with the resolution of open issues, Dominion has decided to use this
opportunity to apply the updated 2013 GMM.

The COLA changes associated with the use of the 2013 GMM and the revised seismic analyses
are summarized below. Additional information regarding these COLA changes, including the
scheduled submittal dates for the COLA markups, is provided in Attachment 3. The technical
aspects of these changes are discussed in more detail in the section titled, "Description of
Technical Changes by FSAR Section and COLA Part."

COLA Part 2, FSAR Changes

* Section 1.6 Material Incorporated by Reference and General Reference Material

This section will be revised following completion of seismic analyses of specific
components (discussed in Section 3.7.2.4.1.8) to update references to Topical Reports.

* Section 2.0 Introduction

This section will be revised to update safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) comparison
tables and CSDRS and Early Site Permit safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) comparison
figures to reflect the change from use of the 2004/2006 GMM to the 2013 GMM.

* Section 2.5.2.4.5 Updated Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis and Deacqcqregation

This section will be revised to reflect the change to use the 2013 GMM in place of the
EPRI 2004/2006 GMM. Updated seismic hazard results will be presented.

* Section 2.5.2.5 Seismic Wave Transmission Characteristics of the Site

This section will be revised to reflect updated site response analyses and uniform hazard
response spectra (UHRS) at the GMRS, ground surface, and FIRS elevations developed
using seismic hazard results based on use of the 2013 GMM. Corresponding strain
compatible soil and rock properties will also be provided based on the updated site
response analysis results.

* Section 2.5.2.6 Design Response Spectra

This section will be revised to reflect updated GMRS, probabilistic based seismic
response spectra (PBSRS), and FIRS developed using updated seismic results based
on use of the 2013 GMM.

" Section 3.7.1.1 Seismic Input Motion

In order to incorporate the effect of the revised site-specific ground motion on the site-
specific seismic design, the site-specific SSI and structure-soil-structure-interaction
(SSSI) analyses will be re-performed using the 2013 GMM-based input ground motion
time histories and strain-compatible subgrade properties. This section will be revised to
reflect the updated SSI input strain compatible soil and rock profiles, time histories,
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response spectra and PSD check and site dependent operating basis earthquake
(OBE). Updated SSI inputs at bottom of FWSC concrete fill will be included based on
hazards developed using the 2013 GMM to address RAI Question 03.07.01-11.

Section 3.7.2.4.1 Site-Specific SSI Analysis: Analysis Cases

A summary of the SSI analysis cases is provided in Attachment 2. Dominion will revise
the COLA to address the following analyses:

" To incorporate effects of the structural fill above the Zone III rock, Dominion is
revising the COLA to develop the site-specific seismic demands and design basis
based on the results of SSI analysis of standalone models of:

o RB/FB and CB for lower bound (LB), best estimate (BE) and upper bound
(UB) partial column (rock) subgrade profiles with input control motion applied
at the basemat bottom elevation

o RB/FB and CB for LB, BE and UB full column profiles that include the soft in-
situ soil above the rock with input control motion applied at the basemat
bottom elevation

" To capture effects of seismic wave propagation through the concrete fill placed
below the basemat foundation, the site-specific design basis for the FWSC will be
developed as an envelope of the following set of six SSI analyses:

o FWSC for LB, BE and UB subgrade profiles with the input control motions
applied at basemat bottom elevation

o FWSC for LB, BE and UB subgrade profiles with the input control motions
applied at the top of rock/bottom of concrete fill underneath the FWSC
foundation

* To ensure that the design basis envelopes the site-specific effects of Structure-Soil-
Structure Interaction (SSSI), sensitivity analyses will be performed on:

o CB-RB/FB combined model for LB partial column and UB full column profile
with input control motion applied at the CB basemat bottom elevation

o CB-FWSC combined model for LB and UB full column profiles with input
control motion applied at the CB basemat bottom elevation

o FWSC-CB combined model for LB profile with input control motion applied at
the FWSC basemat bottom elevation and UB profile with input control motion
applied at the bottom of the concrete fill placed below FWSC foundation

Section 3.7.2.4.1.3 Soil-Structure Interaction Analysis Method: Frequencies of Analysis

Cut-off frequencies of analysis above 50 Hz will be used for the bounding analysis cases
to ensure that all of the site-specific design in-structure response spectra (ISRS) are
adequate for frequencies up to 50 Hz. The SSI analysis cases bounding for ISRS results
at high frequencies will be performed for a range of frequencies of analysis covering at
least 90% of the energy of the input ground motion. This approach will be described in-
this section of the FSAR.
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Section 3.7.2.4.1.4 SSI Analysis Structural Models: Dynamic Properties and Single
Degree of Freedom (SDOF) Oscillators

The site-specific SSI analysis will utilize structural dynamic models with upper bound full
(uncracked concrete) stiffness properties and lower OBE damping values that provide
conservative responses of the RB/FB, CB and FWSC structures for the Unit 3 rock site
with high frequency design ground motion. This will be described in this section of the
FSAR.

Additional sensitivity analyses will be performed on models with lower bound (fully
cracked) stiffness, SSE damping, and additional SDOF oscillators to ensure the site-
specific seismic design basis envelopes possible effects of:

" concrete cracking on the reinforced concrete members stiffness

o stiffness variations on response of Concrete and Steel Internal Structures

o concrete cracking on the out-of-plane flexible modes of vibration

Section 3.7.2.4.1.6.1 SSI Enveloping Maximum Structural Loads: Site-Specific Stress
Evaluation

Finite element analyses will be performed in lieu of the scaling factor used in the
December 2013 COLA, to explicitly calculate the site-specific stress demands in those
ESBWR Seismic Category I structures that experience site-specific enveloping load
demands higher than the corresponding seismic loads used for the standard design.
These site-specific seismic stresses will be combined with the standard design stress
results for other design load cases in governing seismic load combinations. Detailed
stress checks will be then performed for critical sections in the structural members and
foundations considering effects of internal force interaction on the allowable stresses to
calculate the available site-specific design margins. This new method of analysis will be
described in this section of the FSAR.

Section 3.7.2.4.1.8 Site-Specific Seismic Design and Analysis of Structures, Systems,
and Components

Dominion will revise the December 2013 COLA to include site-specific seismic analyses
results for certain SSCs, corresponding to the set of SSCs analyzed in ESBWR DCD
Appendix 3G or referenced topical reports. The ITAAC that are currently provided for
applicable NA3 SSCs in COLA Part 10 (which include the Tier 1 ITAAC and the site-
specific ITAAC 2.4.19-1 Item 1 for the control rods) will verify that the as-built SSCs are
seismically adequate for NA3. There are no changes in the ITAAC.

Section 3.8.5.4.1 Section 3.8.4.5.6 Below-Grade Exterior Wall Design: Lateral Pressures
from Engineered Fill Embedment

The December 2013 COLA demonstrated the adequacy of the standard design of the
RB/FB and CB below grade exterior walls by comparing the lateral loads used for
standard design with the site-specific lateral load demands. The site-specifi c seismic
lateral load and passive lateral resistance demands were calculated based on the site-
specific SSl analyses performed on partially embedded RB/FB and CB models
neglecting the lateral pressures from the softer soil resting on top of the rock.
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Dominion will revise the COLA to include the RB/FB and CB SSI and SSSI analyses of
full column subgrade profiles, which will provide maximum seismic lateral pressures that,
besides the rock, will also include the pressures from the in-situ soil and engineered fill
on top of the rock.

* Section 3.8.5.5.1 Foundation Stability: Moving Averaging and Subgrade Lateral Load
Capacity

Dominion will revise the COLA to perform site-specific sliding stability and dynamic
bearing pressure calculations for all of the SSI and SSSI analysis cases following
methodologies consistent with the DCD standard design. The moving window averaging
that removes the high frequency content for the base reaction time histories will not be
utilized in the analyses. The CB foundation may be modified to ensure the lateral load
capacity of the surrounding subgrade is sufficient to withstand the lateral passive load
demands required for the CB sliding stability.

Section 4.2 Fuel System Design

Section 4.2 will be revised to reflect the results of the analyses of the seismic capability
of fuel assemblies and control rods considering NA3 site-specific seismic demands.

Section 19.2 PRA Results and Insights

Section 19.2 will be revised to the reflect results of an update to the ESBWR seismic
margins analysis for the plant-specific probabilistic risk assessment to address the NA3
seismic demands. Conforming changes in other sections (e.g., to reference revised or
supplemented Licensing Topical Reports) will be made, as appropriate.

COLA Part 7, Departures Report

NAPS DEP 3.7-1 will be revised to address any departures associated with the site-
specific analyses results for SSCs with seismic design analysis results in the DCD, the
addition to the scope of Section 1.6, and modifications to the CB foundation if necessary.
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DESCRIPTION OF TECHNICAL CHANGES BY FSAR SECTION AND
COLA PART
The following technical work has been or is being performed to incorporate the revisions made
to the site-specific design ground motion and to address questions identified in NRC RAIs. A list
of NA3 SSI and SSSI analyses cases is provided in Attachment 2, and Attachment 3 lists the
technical reports and analyses that will be submitted to the NRC.

FSAR Sections 2.0, 2.5.2.4, 2.5.2.5, and 2.5.2.6

The December 2013 COLA uses the 2004/2006 GMM. Dominion will change the basis of the
seismic design to the ground motion models defined in the 2013 GMM. Based on this decision,
a sequence of analyses is required to establish new SSI inputs, beginning with recalculation of
the site PSHA and associated deaggregation of rock hazard. These changes are described in
FSAR Section 2.5.2.4. Subsequent to establishment of the PSHA and deaggregation data, new
shear wave velocity, damping ratio profiles, log mean strains, amplification factors and UHRS
will be developed. This change is described in FSAR Section 2.5.2.5. Next, the GMRS for the
NA3 site, and the FIRS for the RB/FB, CB and FWSC will be developed. These changes are
described in FSAR 2.5.2.6. Revisions to tables and figures in FSAR Section 2.0 are also made
based on the analyses performed for FSAR Section 2.5.2.6.

FSAR Section 3.7.1.1.4, 3.7.1.1.5 and 3.7.1.1.6

Upon completion of the analyses supporting FSAR Section 2.5.2, the SSI input response
spectra (satisfying the requirements of DC/COL-ISG-017 1), their associated SSI input profiles,
and spectrum compatible time histories will be developed for each structure and a power
spectral density (PSD) check is performed to confirm that the time histories selected contain
sufficient energy across the full range of frequencies. This information will be reflected in FSAR
Section 3.7.1.1.5. New PSD associated with NRC requests in RAI Questions 03.07.01-11 and
03.07.01-12 will be included in this update. Given the input from the above described analyses,
SSI input motions and profiles are developed for each structure. This information is described in
FSAR Section 3.7.1.1.4. Based on the newly calculated PBSRS and SSE, OBE spectra are
developed. This information is defined in FSAR 3.7.1.1.6.

Specific COLA tables and figures to be updated or replaced based on the analyses described

above are listed in Attachment 1.

Section 3.7.2.4.1 Site-Specific SSI Analysis: RB/FB Analysis Cases

In the December 2013 COLA, the reconciliation of the standard design of the RB/FB structures
and the RB/FB site-specific design ISRS were developed based on enveloping the seismic
responses obtained as follows:

* A set of three SSI analyses using the partially embedded RB/FB model for the LB, BE
and UB partial column profiles that neglect the effects of the soil located above the
Zone III rock

" Analyses using in-layer input control motion applied to the RB/FB SSI model at the
basemat bottom elevation

DC/COL-ISG-017, Ensuring Hazard-Consistent Seismic Input for Site Response and Soil Structure

Interaction Analyses (NRC. Accession Number ML100570203).
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Analyses using a partially cracked structural model representing the best estimate
stiffness and damping properties of the reinforced concrete members (50% reduced
stiffness and SSE damping for cracked reinforced concrete members and full stiffness
and OBE damping for the other structural members)

* Analyses using stiffness properties for the concrete and steel internal structures
reflecting no (0%) stiffness contribution of the concrete inside the steel plates

Analyses using the same SDOF oscillators as the standard design dynamic model with
50% reduced stiffness to capture out-of-plane vibrations of the cracked walls and slabs

Analyses using a fuel model with an incorrect stiffness, which affected the RPV seismic
response and support reactions

Dominion will revise the COLA to present a revised reconciliation of the standard design of the
RB/FB structures and RB/FB site-specific design ISRS that will be developed based on
enveloping responses obtained as follows:

* A set of six SSI analyses: three analyses using the partially embedded RB/FB model for
the LB, BE and UB partial column profiles and three analyses using the fully embedded
RB/FB model for LB, BE and UB full column profiles that include the soil located above
the Zone III rock

" Analyses using revised in-layer input control motion based on the 2013 GMM that will be
applied to the RB/FB SSI model at the basemat bottom elevation

* Analyses using an upper bound stiffness structural model with OBE damping and full
(uncracked concrete) stiffness of reinforced concrete members and stiffness of the
concrete and steel internal structures reflecting a 100% stiffness contribution of the
concrete inside the steel plates

* Analyses using the same SDOF oscillators as the RB/FB standard design dynamic
model representing the out-of-plane modes of vibration of the RB/FB flexible slabs and
walls under full (uncracked) conditions

* Analyses using the appropriate fuel model with the correct stiffness and OBE damping

The enveloping responses obtained from the SSI analyses of the partial column and full column
profiles will ensure that site-specific SSI effects of the soil above the Zone III rock are included
in the RB/FB site-specific design basis. The analyses will also ensure that, per guidance in
SRP 3.7.2, the RB/FB site-specific design basis envelopes the effects of soil separation,
variability of the ground water level with time, and the variations of the horizontal extent of
concrete and engineered fill materials placed around the RB/FB.

The RB/FB dynamic model with upper bound stiffness and OBE damping structural properties
will yield conservative seismic responses and adequate ISRS results for the Unit 3 rock site with
high frequency design motion according to guidance in SRP 3.7.2.11,3.C.iv.

Section 3.7.2.4.1 Site-Specific SSI Analysis: CB Analysis Cases

In the December 2013 COLA, the reconciliation of the standard design of the CB structure and
the CB site-specific design ISRS was developed based on enveloping seismic responses
obtained as follows:

* A set of three SSI analyses using the partially embedded CB model for the LB, BE and
UB partial column profiles that neglect the effects of the soil located above the Zone III
rock
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" Analyses using in-layer input control motion applied to the CB SSI model at the
basemat bottom elevation

" Analyses using a fully cracked structural model with 50% reduced stiffness and SSE
damping representing the best estimate stiffness and damping properties of the CB
reinforced concrete structure

* Analyses using the same SDOF oscillators as the CB standard design dynamic model
with 50% reduced stiffness to capture out-of-plane vibrations of the cracked slabs

Dominion will revise the COLA to present a revised reconciliation of the standard design of the
CB structure and CB site-specific design ISRS that will be developed based on enveloping
responses obtained as follows:

* A set of six SSI analyses: three analyses using partially embedded CB model for the LB,
BE and UB partial column profiles and three analyses using the fully embedded CB
model for the LB, BE and UB full column profiles that include the soil located above the
Zone III rock

* Analyses using revised in-layer input control motion based on the 2013 GMM that will be
applied to the CB SSI model at the basemat bottom elevation

* Analyses using upper bound stiffness structural model with OBE damping and full
(uncracked concrete) stiffness of reinforced concrete

* Analyses using the same SDOF oscillators as the standard design dynamic model
representing out-of-plane modes of vibration of the CB flexible slabs under full
(uncracked) conditions

The enveloping responses obtained from the SSI analyses of the partial column and full column
profiles will ensure the site-specific SSI effects of the soil above the Zone III rock are included in
the CB site-specific design basis. Analyses will also ensure that, according to the guidance of
SRP 3.7.2, the CB site-specific design basis envelopes the effects of soil separation, variability
of the ground water level with time, and the variations of the horizontal extent of concrete and
engineered fill materials placed around the CB.

The CB dynamic model with upper bound stiffness and OBE damping structural properties will
yield conservative seismic responses and adequate ISRS results for the Unit 3 rock site with
high frequency design motion according to guidance in SRP 3.7.2.11,3.C.iv.

Section 3.7.2.4.1 Site-Specific SSI Analysis: FWSC Analysis Cases

In the December 2013 COLA, the reconciliation of the standard design of the FWSC structures
and the FWSC site-specific design ISRS were developed based on enveloping seismic
responses obtained as follows:

* A set of three SSI analyses using a surface mounted FWSC model for the LB, BE and
UB profiles using outcrop input control motion applied at the basemat bottom elevation
(top of the profiles)

* Analyses using an uncracked structural model with full stiffness and OBE damping
representing the best estimate stiffness and damping properties of the FWSC reinforced
concrete structures

* Analyses using the same SDOF oscillators as the FWSC standard design dynamic
model to capture out-of-plane vibrations of the uncracked slabs
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Dominion will revise the COLA to present the revised reconciliation of the standard design of the
FWSC structure and FWSC site-specific design ISRS that will be developed based on
enveloping responses obtained as follows:

* a set of six SSI analyses: three analysis for the LB, BE and UB profiles using revised
outcrop input control motion applied at the basemat bottom elevation and three analyses
of the LB, BE and UB full profiles using in-layer motion applied at top of Zone III rock
(bottom of concrete fill)

* analyses using revised input control motion based on the 2013 GMM

" analyses using upper bound stiffness structural model with OBE damping and full
(uncracked concrete) stiffness of reinforced concrete

* analyses using the same SDOF oscillators as the standard design dynamic model
representing the out-of-plane modes of vibration of the FWSC flexible slabs under full
(uncracked) conditions

Results from the revised set of six SSI analyses of the FWSC will incorporate the 2013 GMM-
based input design motion into the FWSC site-specific seismic design basis and will support the
response to RAI Question 03.07.01-11. The additional set of SSI analyses with the deep input
motion control point will capture the effects of seismic wave propagation through the concrete fill
block and will ensure that the high frequency content that is otherwise filtered out from the time
histories of the outcrop surface motion is included in the FWSC site-specific design basis.

The FWSC dynamic model with upper bound stiffness and OBE damping structural properties
will yield conservative seismic responses and adequate ISRS results for the Unit 3 rock site with
high frequency design motion, according to guidance in SRP 3.7.2.11,3.C.iv.

Section 3.7.2.4.1 Site-Specific SSI Analysis: SSSI Sensitivity Evaluations

The December 2013 COLA does not address the site-specific effects of the SSSI between the
ESBWR Seismic Category I structures.

Dominion will revise the COLA to present a summary of the results from the following site-
specific sensitivity evaluations that are being performed to address RAI Question 03.07.02-16:

* SSSI effects of the RB/FB on the seismic response of the CB

* SSSI effects of the FWSC on the seismic response of the CB

* SSSI effects of the CB on the seismic response of the FWSC

The site-specific SSSI evaluations are based on the results of sensitivity SSSI analyses
performed on combined models for at least two bounding cases. The SSSI effects of the RB/FB
on the CB seismic response are being evaluated based on the results of two analyses of CB-
RB/FB combined model for:

* LB partial column profile representative of the lower bound subgrade stiffness conditions
at the CB location with the in-column input control motion applied at the CB basemat
bottom elevation

* UB full column profile representative of the upper bound subgrade stiffness conditions at
the CB location with the in-column input control motion applied at the CB basemat
bottom elevation

The CB-RB/FB combined model used for these SSSI analyses provides an explicit
representation of the subgrade conditions existing between the RB/FB and the CB, including the
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presence of the access tunnel that is seismically isolated from the below grade exterior walls of
the RB/FB and the CB.

The SSSI effects of the FWSC on the CB seismic response are being evaluated based. on the
results of the analyses of the CB-FWSC combined model for the following two bounding
subgrade stiffness conditions:

" LB full column profile representative of the subgrade conditions at the CB location with
the in-column input control motion applied at the CB basemat bottom elevation

• UB full column profile representative of the subgrade conditions at the CB location with
the in-column input control motion applied at the CB basemat bottom elevation

The SSSI effects of the CB on the FWSC are being evaluated based on the results of two
analyses of the FWSC-CB combined model for:

* LB full column profile representative of the subgrade conditions at the FWSC location
with the outcrop input control motion applied at the FWSC basemat bottom elevation
capturing the SSSI effects on the FWSC response at lower frequencies

* UB full column profile representative of the subgrade conditions at the FWSC location
with the in-column input control motion applied at the rock top elevation (concrete fill
bottom elevation) capturing the SSSI effects on the FWSC response at higher
frequencies

The CB-FWSC and FWSC-CB combined models include the concrete and engineered fill
surrounding the two buildings and explicitly model the dynamic properties of the subgrade
between the two buildings.

The SSSI analyses will be performed using models representing upper bound (uncracked
concrete) stiffness and lower OBE damping properties of the RB/FB, CB and FWSC structures.
The preliminary results of the SSSI analyses using the December 2013 COLA site-specific
inputs indicate that the SSSI effects affect the seismic responses at higher frequencies. The
use of upper bound stiffness and lower OBE damping structural properties will emphasize the
effects of SSSI on the seismic responses at higher frequencies.

The SSSI effects are evaluated by comparing the responses obtained from the SSSI analyses
with those obtained from the corresponding SSI analyses of standalone models. The site-
specific SSSI effects on the seismic structural load demands and the standard design of
ESBWR Seismic Category I structures are based on comparisons of results for maximum
member forces, vertical accelerations and dynamic lateral pressures. The comparisons of 5%
damped ISRS serve as a basis for evaluation of SSSI effects on the design of SSCs. Sharp
peak exceedances of the ISRS at higher (i.e., > 10 Hz) frequencies with amplitudes that are no
more than 10% of the design ISRS are deemed small and negligible. Exceedances occurring at
broader frequency ranges that are above 10% will be included in site-specific design ISRS
based on the results of the SSSI analyses.

Section 3.7.2.4.1.3 Soil-Structure Interaction Analysis Method: Frequencies of Analysis

The site-specific SSI analyses presented in the December 2013 COLA were performed using
cut-off frequencies of 50 Hz and SSI models sufficiently refined to ensure passage of seismic
waves with 50 Hz frequency in all directions for all subsurface profiles. The exception were the
models used for the FWSC SSI analyses of the LB and BE subgrade profiles which based on
the SASSI 20% wavelength criterion are capable of passing seismic waves with frequencies up
to 19 Hz and 33 Hz, respectively. These FWSC SSI analyses were performed using cut-off
frequencies of 50 Hz for the BE case and 29 Hz for the LB case which are 50% higher than
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those recommended by the SASSI 20% wavelength criterion. The transfer function results
obtained from these analyses were carefully examined to ensure that the use of higher cut-off
frequencies values than recommended did not compromise the numerical accuracy of the
results.

Dominion will revise the COLA to include the SSI analysis cases that are bounding for ISRS
results at high frequencies, for a range of frequencies of analysis covering at least 90% of the
energy of the input ground motion. Cut-off frequencies of analysis above 50 Hz will be used for
the bounding analysis cases to ensure that in accordance with DC/COL ISG-01 2, Section 3.1.1,
all of the site-specific design ISRS are adequate for frequencies up to 50 Hz.

Preliminary results of the evaluations performed to support the response to RAI Question
03.07.02-15, (i.e., the transfer function results for the SSI response of the RB/FB, CB and
FWSC structures beyond the cut-off frequency of 50 Hz), indicate possible amplifications at
frequencies higher than 50 Hz could affect the ISRS results at frequencies close to 50 Hz. In
order to comply with the provisions of DC/COL ISG-01, the SSI analyses will be performed
using frequencies of analysis that ensure the site-specific design ISRS are adequate for
frequencies up to 50 Hz. The SSI analyses of subgrade profiles that provide bounding ISRS
results at high frequencies will be performed using a range of frequencies of analysis that will
capture at least 90% of the energy of the input ground motion.

The SSI analyses cases that bound ISRS results at high frequencies will be performed for a
range of frequencies of analysis covering at least 90% of the energy of the input ground motion.
Cut-off frequencies of analysis above 50 Hz will be used for the bounding analysis cases to
ensure that all of the site-specific design ISRS are adequate for frequencies up to 50 Hz.
Section 3.7.2.4.1.4 SSI Analysis Structural Models: Effects of Concrete Cracking and Effects of

Out-of-Plane Vibration

The site-specific SSI analysis presented in the December 2013 COLA addressed the effects of
concrete cracking by using dynamic models of the RB/FB, CB and FWSC structures. The
models used best estimate stiffness and damping properties representative of the extent of
concrete cracking corresponding to the level of stress under site-specific seismic loads in
combination with other design loads in governing seismic load combinations. The stiffness
properties of the concrete and steel internal structures in the RB/FB dynamic model considered
no (0%) stiffness contribution of the concrete inside the steel plates.

The effect of concrete cracking on the dynamic properties of the reinforced concrete structures
were considered as follows:

" The SSI analysis of dynamic models with full (uncracked concrete) stiffness and OBE
damping properties for the BE subgrade profiles provided the initial site-specific load
demands for the concrete cracking evaluation (analyses on partially-cracked models
were repeated until no cracking was observed in the uncracked members)

* Site-specific in-plane shear stress in the reinforced concrete shear walls of the structures

were obtained by using:

o 60% of the stick element shear area for the shear walls with rectangular cross-
sections;

o 50% of the stick element axial area for walls with cylindrical cross-sections

2 DC/COL-ISG-01, Interim Staff Guidance on Seismic Issues of High Frequency Ground Motion (NRC

Accession Number ML081400293).
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* Seismic out-of-plane stresses were determined by using scaling factors calculated as
the ratio of site-specific and standard design seismic out-of-plane loads that included
contributions of flexible and rigid modes of vibration

* 50% reduced stiffness and higher SSE damping were assigned to the stick element
representing the dynamic properties of reinforced concrete walls if, per Section 3.2 of the
draft revision of the ASCE 4, the in-plane shear stresses in both horizontal directions
exceeded the concrete rupture stress

* 50% reduced stiffness and SSE damping were assigned to the SDOF oscillators if the
out-of-plane bending stress exceeds cracking criteria per ACI 349-01, Section 9.5.2.3

* Out-of-plane modes of vibration of cracked slabs and walls were captured by reducing
the stiffness of the existing SDOF oscillators (no additional SDOF oscillators were
included in the models to capture higher modes of vibration for which frequencies were
below 50 Hz under a reduced (cracked) stiffness condition)

Dominion will revise the COLA to incorporate site-specific SSI structural models for the RB/FB,
CB and FWSC based on the standard design basis dynamic models. These models use upper
bound full (uncracked concrete) stiffness properties and lower OBE damping values, which
provide conservative responses of the RB/FB, CB and FWSC structures for the Unit 3 rock site
with high frequency design motion according to guidance in SRP 3.7.2.11,3.C.iv. The model used
for the RB/FB SSI analyses will reflect 100% concrete stiffness for the concrete-filled steel
internal structures.

In support of the response to RAI Question 03.07.02-14, additional sensitivity analyses will be
performed on models with lower bound (fully cracked) stiffness, SSE damping, and additional
SDOF oscillators. These sensitivity analyses are to demonstrate and ensure that the site-
specific seismic design envelopes the possible effects of the following:

* Concrete cracking on the reinforced concrete member stiffness

• Concrete cracking on the out-of-plane flexible modes of vibration

* Stiffness variations on the response of concrete-filled steel internal structures

These sensitivity SSI analyses will be performed for the LB subgrade profiles, which will
emphasize the effects of frequency shifts and will also provide conservative estimates of the
maximum site-specific displacements of the RB/FB, CB and FWSC structures relative to free
field ground motion.

Modeling of Concrete Cracking Effects

In order to evaluate the concrete cracking effects and to respond to RAI Question 03.07.02-
14(c), the sensitivity analyses discussed above will consider the bounding fully cracked
condition when all of the reinforced concrete members are subjected to higher stress levels,
thereby reducing their stiffness and increasing the dissipation of energy. Therefore, the fully-
cracked models with reduced stiffness and higher SSE damping represent the dynamic
properties of the RB/FB, CB and FWSC structures under fully-cracked concrete conditions. For
consistency, SSE damping will also be used for steel structures in the fully-cracked model.

The stiffness properties of the fully-cracked reinforced concrete structures will be reduced in
accordance with ASCE 43-05. Effects of concrete cracking on the shear, flexural, and axial
stiffness of the reinforced concrete walls will be captured by reducing the section properties for
the shear areas, torsional moment of inertia, and flexural moments of inertia of the stick
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elements by 50% and using full 100% axial area. The overall stiffness of the shell elements
used in modeling the below-grade exterior walls and basemats will be also reduced by 50%.

Evaluation of Concrete Cracking Effects on Out-of-Plane Vibrations

In order to capture the effects of concrete cracking on out-of-plane vibrations of flexible walls
and slabs and respond to RAI Question 03.07.02-14(f), the sensitivity analyses discussed above
will be performed on models with:

* 50% reduced stiffness of all existing SDOF oscillators

* Additional SDOF oscillators, as necessary, to adequately capture all modes of vibrations
with frequencies up to 50 Hz under fully-cracked conditions.

These additional SDOF oscillators are being developed using the same methodology and
eigenvalue analyses models that were used for the DCD standard design. The only difference is
that the eigenvalues are extracted for all modes with frequencies up to 71 Hz which, under 50%
reduced stiffness conditions corresponds to a mode frequency of 71/V/2 = 50 Hz.

Modeling of Stiffness Variations in Concrete-Filled Steel Structures

In order to respond to RAI Question 03.07.02-14(h), effects of variations of concrete stiffness in
concrete-filled steel structures will be evaluated following an approach consistent with the DCD
standard design methodology. Two sensitivity SSI analyses will be performed on RB/FB
dynamic models with reduced (fully cracked) stiffness properties using:

* 50% stiffness contribution of the concrete in the diaphragm floor (DF) and the vent wall
(VW) concrete and steel structures for the LB full column profile

* 0% stiffness contribution of the concrete in the diaphragm floor (DF) and the vent wall
(VW) concrete and steel structures for the LB partial column profile

Effects of concrete stiffness variations will be evaluated by comparing the responses of the
concrete-filled steel internal structure responses at selected locations obtained from these two
sensitivity SSI analyses discussed above with those obtained from the SSI analyses of the
RB/FB model with full (uncracked concrete) stiffness properties and 100% concrete stiffness
contribution for the LB, BE and UB partial and full column subgrade profiles.

Concrete cracking effects on the RB/FB seismic response will be evaluated based on
comparisons of responses of the RB/FB reinforced concrete structures at selected locations
obtained from the SSI analyses of the model with reduced (fully cracked) stiffness, SSE
damping and concrete and steel internal structures with 0% concrete stiffness contribution for
the LB partial and full column subsurface profiles. Concrete cracking effects on the CB seismic
response will be evaluated based on comparisons of the CB responses at selected locations
obtained from the SSI analyses of the model with reduced (fully cracked) stiffness and SSE
damping for the LB partial and full column subsurface profiles. Concrete cracking effects on the
FWSC seismic response will be evaluated based on comparisons of the FWSC responses at
selected locations obtained from the SSI analyses of the dynamic model with reduced (fully
cracked) stiffness and SSE damping for the LB subsurface profile and input control motion at
bottom of FWSC foundation.

If the comparisons show that the design basis does not envelope the results of the cracked
models for the LB subgrade profile, additional SSI analyses of cracked models will be performed
for BE and UB subgrade profiles and the enveloping results will be used to incorporate the
effects of concrete stiffness variations in the site-specific design basis.
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Section 3.7.2.4.1.6.1 Adequacy of Standard Design of ESBWR Structures for Unit 3 Site (RAI
Questions 03.07.02-17, 03.07.02-19 and 03.08.05-7)

The December 2013 COLA demonstrated the adequacy of the standard design of the ESBWR
Seismic Category I structures based on the results of the site-specific SSI analysis documented
in FSAR Section 3.7.2.4.1.5 and the following approach:

* The site-specific seismic load demands in terms of maximum shear forces, bending
moment, torsion and vertical accelerations, obtained as an envelope of the RB/FB and
CB SSI analyses results of partial column profiles were compared to the corresponding
loads used for the standard design documented in DCD Section 3A.9.1

" The site-specific seismic load demands in terms of maximum shear forces, bending
moment, torsion and vertical accelerations, obtained as an envelope of the FWSC SSI
analysis with control motion applied at bottom of the basemat were compared to the
corresponding loads used for the standard design documented in DCD Section 3A.9.1

" The site-specific SSI analyses were used to develop an envelope of out-of-plane seismic
load demands on the RB/FB, CB and FWSC flexible slabs and walls in terms of
equivalent acceleration loads that included the contribution of the flexible (< 50 Hz) and
rigid (> 50 Hz) modes of out-of-plane vibrations, which were compared to the
corresponding out-of-plane loads used for the standard design documented in DCD
Section 3A.9.1

* For those structural members subjected to site-specific load demands exceeding the
standard design loads, site-specific stress demands were calculated by applying scaling
factors to the largest stress ratios of the DCD governing seismic load combinations

* Scaling factors used for the stress checks of the shear walls were determined for each
floor elevation as maximum ratios of site-specific and standard design values for shear
forces in two directions, bending moments in two directions, torsional moments and
vertical floor accelerations

" Scaling factors used for the out-of-plane stress check of flexible slabs and walls were
determined as the ratio of site-specific and DCD out-of-plane loads

* The site-specific stress demands were compared to the DCD allowable stresses to

calculate the available design margins

* When site-specific stresses exceeded the DCD allowable stresses, a scaling factor was
applied only to the seismic stress component

* The adequacy of the standard design of the Suppression Pool slab was demonstrated
based on the premise that the strains under combined primary and secondary forces
meet the ASME Code Section CC-3422.1(d) requirements

Dominion will revise the COLA to present updated evaluations of the adequacy of the standard
design of ESBWR Category I structures and provide explicitly calculated design margins for the
Unit 3 site based on the site-specific seismic stress demands obtained from finite element
analyses. The finite element analyses will use the site-specific enveloping load results from the
revised site-specific SSI analyses in order to incorporate the effect of the new 2013 GMM
ground motion on the site-specific structural design seismic loads, developed from the results of
the revised SSI analyses.
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The table below describes the finite element analysis approach that will be used for evaluations
of the adequacy of Seismic Category I structures and foundations to support the responses to
RAI Questions 03.07.02-17, 03.07.02-19 and 03.08.05-7.

Finite Element Analysis Approach

Evaluation of Adequacy of Evaluation of Adequacy of Evaluation of Adequacy of
RB/FB Structures CB Structures FWSC Structures

Site-specific seismic load Site-specific seismic load Site-specific seismic load
demands (in terms of demands (in terms of demands (in terms of
maximum shear forces, maximum shear forces, maximum shear forces,
bending moment, torsion and bending moment, torsion and bending moment, torsion and
vertical accelerations) will be vertical accelerations) will be vertical accelerations) will be
developed as the envelope of developed as the envelope of developed as the envelope of
the results from the RB/FB the results from the CB SSI the results from the FWSC
SSI analyses of the LB, BE analyses of the LB, BE and SSI analyses of the LB, BE
and UB partial column and full UB partial column and full and UB profiles with input
column profiles. column profiles. motions applied at the bottom

of the FWSC basemat and the
top of the rock (bottom of the
fill concrete).

For each RB/FB lumped mass The site-specific shear force, The site-specific shear force,
stick model, the site-specific bending moment, torsion and bending moment, torsion and
shear force, bending moment, axial load diagrams will be axial load diagrams for the
torsion and axial load compared to the FWS and FPE lumped mass
diagrams will be compared to corresponding standard stick models will be compared
the corresponding standard design load diagrams to the corresponding standard
design load diagrams documented in DCD Section design load diagrams
documented in DCD Section 3A.9.1 to identify the locations documented in bCD Section
3A.9.1 to identify the locations of the CB critical sections 3A.9.1 to identify the locations
of critical sections experiencing exceedances of of critical sections
experiencing exceedances of wall in-plane shear and experiencing exceedances of
wall in-plane shear and bending stresses, wall in-plane shear and
bending stresses. bending stresses.
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Evaluation of Adequacy of Evaluation of Adequacy of Evaluation of Adequacy of
RB/FB Structures CB Structures FWSC Structures

Site specific out-of-plane Site specific out-of-plane Site specific out-of-plane
seismic load demands on the seismic load demands on the seismic load demands on the
RB/FB flexible slabs and walls CB flexible slabs in terms of FWSC flexible slabs in terms
in terms of equivalent equivalent acceleration loads of equivalent acceleration
acceleration loads that include will be developed as the loads will be developed as the
the contribution of the flexible envelope of the results from envelope of the results from
and rigid modes of out-of- the CB SSI analyses of the the FWSC SSI analyses of the
plane vibrations will be LB, BE and UB partial column LB, BE and UB profiles with
developed as the envelope of and full column profiles input motions applied at the
the results from the RB/FB following the same bottom of the FWSC basemat
SSI analyses of the LB, BE methodology as the one used and the top of the rock
and UB partial column and full for the standard design. following the same
column profiles following the methodology as the one used
same methodology as the one for the standard design.
used for the standard design.

The site-specific out-of-plane The site-specific out-of-plane The site-specific out-of-plane
seismic load demands will be seismic load demands will be seismic load demands will be
compared to the compared to the compared to the
corresponding loads used for corresponding loads used for corresponding loads used for
the standard design the standard design the standard design
documented in DCD Section documented in DCD Section documented in DCD Section
3A.9.1 to identify the RB/FB 3A.9.1 to identify the CB slabs 3A.9.1 to identify the FWSC
slabs and walls experiencing experiencing out-of-plane slabs experiencing out-of-
out-of-plane seismic stress seismic stress exceedances. plane seismic stress
exceedances. exceedances.

Site-specific seismic stress Site-specific seismic stress Site-specific seismic stress
demands will be obtained demands will be obtained demands will be obtained
from the RB/FB finite element from the CB finite element from the FWSC finite element
analysis using the site-specific analysis using the site-specific analysis using the site-specific
seismic loads (structural seismic loads (structural loads seismic loads (structural loads
loads, hydrodynamic loads and lateral pressure loads on and lateral hydrodynamic
and lateral pressure loads on below grade exterior walls) pressure loads) and the same
below grade exterior walls) and the same finite element finite element model and
and the same finite element model and methodology as methodology as was used for
model and methodology as was used for the standard the standard design.
was used for the standard design.
design.

Site-specific seismic stress Site-specific seismic stress Site-specific seismic stress
demands will be combined demands will be combined demands will be combined
with existing standard design with existing standard design with existing standard design
results for non-seismic load results for non-seismic load results for non-seismic load
cases in the governing critical cases in critical seismic load cases in critical seismic load
seismic load combinations, combinations, combinations.
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Evaluation of Adequacy of Evaluation of Adequacy of Evaluation of Adequacy of
RB/FB Structures CB Structures FWSC Structures

The site-specific RB/FB finite The site-specific CB finite The site-specific FWSC finite
element analysis will use the element analysis will use the element analysis will use the
same standard design same standard design same standard design
foundation models described foundation models described foundation models described
in DCD Section 3G.1.4.2 with in DCD Section 3G.1.4.2 with in DCD. Section 3G.1.4.2 with
elastic (compression and elastic (compression and elastic (compression and
tension) spring constants tension) spring constants tension) spring constants
representing the subgrade representing the subgrade representing the subgrade
stiffness of the soft generic stiffness of the soft generic stiffness of the soft generic
site with shear velocity Vs = site with shear velocity Vs = site with shear velocity Vs =
1,000 ft/s. (The use of the soft 1,000 ft/s. (The use of the soft 1,000 ft/s. (The use of the soft
subgrade stiffness properties subgrade stiffness properties subgrade stiffness properties
will provide conservative will provide conservative will provide conservative
results for the site-specific results for the site-specific results for the site-specific
seismic stresses in the seismic stresses in the seismic stresses in the
basemat). basemat). basemat).

If the results of the site- If the results of the site- If the results of the site-
specific SSI analysis indicate specific SSI analysis indicate specific SSI analysis indicate
uplift of the RB/FB foundation, uplift of the CB foundation, uplift of FWSC foundation,
analysis will be performed analysis will be performed analyses will be performed
with compression only with compression only with compression only
subgrade springs following the subgrade springs following the subgrade springs following the
DCD Section 3G.1.5.5.1 DCD Section 3G.1.5.5.1 DCD Section 3G.1.5.5.1
methodology to evaluate the methodology to evaluate the methodology to evaluate the
effects of the foundation uplift effects of the foundation uplift effects of the foundation uplift
on the site-specific stresses. on the site-specific stresses. on the site-specific stresses.

Stress checks will be Stress checks will be Stress checks will be
performed for the identified performed for the identified performed for the identified
reinforced concrete critical CB critical sections, including FWSC critical sections,
sections, including those of those of the basemat, including those of the
the basemat, considering the considering the effects of basemat, considering the
effects of interaction between interaction between load effects of interaction between
load components (axial with components (axial with load components (axial with
bending and shear) and using bending and shear) and using bending and shear) and using
the same methodology and the same methodology and the same methodology and
computer program (SSDP) as computer program (SSDP) as computer program (SSDP) as
was used for the standard was used for the standard was used for the standard
design. The results of these design. The results of these design. The results of these
stress checks will support the stress checks will support the stress checks will support the
responses to RAI Questions responses to RAI Questions responses to RAI Questions
03.07.02-17, 03.07.02-19 and 03.07.02-17, 03.07.02-19 and 03.07.02-17, 03.07.02-19 and
03.08.05-7. 03.08.05-7. 03.08.05-7.
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Evaluation of Adequacy of Evaluation of Adequacy of Evaluation of Adequacy of
RB/FB Structures CB Structures FWSC Structures

Applicability of the standard Applicability of the standard Applicability of the standard
design of the RB/FB design of the CB structure and design of FWSC structures
structures and foundation for foundation for the Unit 3 site and foundation for the Unit 3
the Unit 3 site will be verified will be verified by showing that site will be verified by showing
by showing that site-specific site-specific stress demands that site-specific stress
stress demands are are enveloped by the demands are enveloped by
enveloped by the corresponding allowable the corresponding allowable
corresponding allowable stresses. stresses.
stresses.

Section 3.7.2.4.1.8 Site-Specific Seismic Design and Analysis of Structures, Systems, and
Components: (RAI Questions 03.07.02-18, -20, -21, 4.2-1, and 19.2-1)

The December 2013 COLA indicates that ITAAC are provided for verification of the seismic
adequacy of certain NA3 SSCs. Dominion will revise the COLA to include site-specific seismic
analyses results for SSCs with seismic design analyses results in the DCD, similar to those
provided in ESBWR DCD Appendix 3G or referenced topical reports. In support of the
responses to RAI Questions 03.07.02-18, -20 and -21, and RAI Question 04.02-1 (ESBWR fuel
assemblies and control rod blades), analyses will be performed to demonstrate that the design
presented in the ESBWR DCD is acceptable (or is adjusted as necessary) for the NA3 site-
specific seismic loads. To complete these analyses, RB/FB bounding seismic loads from
partially embedded SSI and fully embedded SSI results will be used as inputs. Upon
completion, results of these analyses will be included in the NA3 FSAR. The existing ITAAC will
remain for verification of seismic adequacy of the as-built components.

In support of the response to RAI Question 19.02-1, a site-specific seismic margins analysis
(SMA) will be performed with bounding NA3 seismic loads consistent with the SMA
methodology used for the ESBWR DCD, as described in NEDO-33201, Chapter 15. Upon
completion, results demonstrating that the high-confidence-low-probability-of-failure (HCLPF) of
at least 1.67 times the peak ground acceleration (PGA) of the NA3 site-specific SSE will be
included in the NA3 FSAR.

Revisions to sections of the FSAR will reflect the results of these analyses. Section 1.6 will be
revised to adjust the topical report references. Results of the seismic analyses and the SMA will
be incorporated into the applicable sections of the FSAR in Chapters 3, 4, and 19. Part 7 of the
COLA will be revised to describe these analyses as they relate to NAPS Departure 3.7-1.
Conforming changes to other parts, chapters, or sections may be identified for updates to the
COLA and these will be described in the change lists, as appropriate.

Section 3.8.4.5.6 Below-Grade Exterior Wall Design: Seismic Lateral Pressures (RAI Question
03.08.04-37)

The December 2013 COLA demonstrated the adequacy of the standard design of the RB/FB
and CB below grade exterior walls by comparing the lateral loads used for standard design with
the site-specific lateral load demands. The comparisons were performed using two sets of site-
specific lateral load demands:
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* Total lateral pressures that include static (at rest + hydrostatic) pressure and the
dynamic lateral pressure obtained as the envelope of results from Unit 3 site-specific SSI
analyses performed on partially embedded RB/FB and CB models

* Passive lateral resistance required for sliding stability of the RB/FB and CB obtained as
the envelope of the results from the sliding stability calculations in FSAR Section 3.8.5.5.

The site-specific seismic lateral load and passive lateral resistance demands were calculated
based on the site-specific SSI analyses performed on partially embedded RB/FB and- CB
models neglecting the lateral pressures from the softer soil resting on top of the rock. DCD
Section 3A.8.8 provides the standard design seismic lateral loads used for the comparisons.

Dominion will revise the COLA to include seismic lateral pressure results from the RB/FB and
CB SSI analyses of full column subgrade profiles. These SSI analyses, in addition to the
analyses of partial column subgrade profiles, will be performed using input strain compatible
subgrade properties and design ground motions based on the 2013 GMM. As part of the
response to RAI Question 03.08.04-37, the FSAR will be revised to provide the following
comparisons of lateral pressure distributions on the RB/FB and CB below grade exterior walls:

* Site-specific seismic lateral pressures obtained as envelope of results from SSI analyses
of full column profiles with standard design lateral pressure loads to check for possible
site-specific exceedances of the seismic lateral load demands

* Site-specific static lateral pressures (at-rest and hydrodynamic) with the corresponding
standard design static lateral pressure loads to demonstrate that the site-specific static
lateral pressure demands are enveloped by the standard design

* Site-specific seismic lateral pressures obtained as the envelope of results from SSI
analyses of partial column profiles with the envelope of results obtained from the full
column profiles to illustrate the effect of the structural fill on top of the rock on the SASSI
results for seismic lateral pressures

* Site-specific passive lateral resistance required for sliding stability of the RB/FB and CB
(obtained as the envelope of the results from the revised sliding stability calculations in
FSAR Section 3.8.5.5) will be compared to the corresponding wall passive pressure
loads considered in the standard design to check for possible site-specific exceedances
of the passive lateral resistance demands. The evaluations will assume that the Zone
Ill/concrete fill subgrade, which is much stiffer than the engineered fill, will provide all of
the required passive lateral resistance.

Section 3.8.5.5.1 Foundation Stability: Moving Window Averaging (RAI Question 03.08.05-6)

The December 2013 COLA demonstrated the adequacy of the sliding stability of the Unit 3
ESBWR Seismic Category I foundations based on the results of site-specific SSI analyses
documented in FSAR Section 3.7.2.4.1.5. The methodology for the site-specific sliding stability
calculations was consistent with the standard design methodology described in DCD Section
3.8.5.5 with the following adjustments and simplifications, which were made to address the Unit
3 site-specific conditions:

• Evaluations were performed using the results from SSI analysis of each of the three
partial-column subgrade profiles for the critical sliding planes located at the bottom of the
basemat foundations

* A ± 3 point moving window averaging was applied on the base reaction time histories to
filter out spurious peaks and the high frequency content
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* A value of 0.60 was used for the static friction coefficient at the base of the foundations,
which is lower than that used for the standard design (0.70). The value of the friction
coefficient used for the site-specific sliding analyses was selected as the lowest value
among those specified in FSAR Table 2.5.4-208 for the site-specific materials (concrete
fill, Zone III and Zone Ill-IV rock)

* A site-specific value was used for the magnitude of upward buoyancy force, which was
calculated based on the site-specific ground water level values

* 90% of the seismic weight was conservatively used for calculations of the base normal
force

* Resistance was provided by the engineered fill and in-situ soil above the rock; skin
friction was assumed at the basemat sides and below grade exterior walls interfaces;
and RB/FB shear keys were neglected

* The RB/FB and CB sliding stability evaluations considered the rock/concrete fill
embedment to provide the lateral resistance force required to maintain a safety factor
against sliding of 1.1

* The FWSC sliding stability evaluations considered the shear keys embedded in the fill
concrete below the basemat foundation to provide the lateral resistance force required to
maintain safety factor against sliding of 1.1

Dominion will revise the COLA to present the site-specific sliding evaluations based on the
results of the SSI and SSSI analyses that use input strain compatible subgrade properties and
design ground motions based on the 2013 GMM. In order to address the use of the 2013 GMM-
based input and the concerns noted in RAI Question 03.08.05-6, the methodology for the new
set of site-specific sliding stability calculations will include the following revisions:

" Stability evaluations of the RB/FB foundation will be performed using results obtained
from the revised set of RB/FB SSI analyses of partial column and full column profiles

* Stability evaluations of the CB foundation will be performed using the results obtained
from the revised set of CB SSI analyses of partial column and full column profiles as
well as the results of the SSSI analysis of the CB- RB/FB and CB-FWSC combined
models

* Stability evaluations of the FWSC foundation will be performed using the results
obtained from the revised set of FWSC SSI analyses with control motion input at the
bottom of the FWSC basemat as well as at the top of rock/bottom of concrete fill
underneath the FWSC foundation, in addition to the results of the SSSI analysis of the
FWSC-CB combined model

" All calculations will use unfiltered base reaction time histories that will include the high-.
frequency energy content, which in the December 2013 COLA calculations was
removed by the ± 3 point moving window averaging

" Justification will be provided for the use of a static value for the base friction coefficient
based on the SSI and SSSI analyses results for displacements relative to the free field
ground motion

* Calculations of the base friction resistance will consider 100% of the effective seismic
weight of the building
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* Modification of the CB foundation (if required) to lower the critical sliding plane and
ensure the embedment capacity to withstand the lateral loads needed for the sliding
stability of the CB.

" In addition to the sliding plane located at the bottom of the basemat considered in the
December 2013 COLA calculations, the sliding stability calculations of the FWSC will
also consider two additional planes located at the bottom of the shear keys and at the
interface between the rock and the concrete fill below the FWSC foundation

* The resistance of the rock/concrete fill subgrade to withstand the passive lateral
resistance load demands from the RB/FB will be evaluated and provided in the revised
FSAR. The evaluation will conservatively neglect the resistance provided by the soft in-
situ soil and engineered fill located above the rock top elevation

Section 4.2 Fuel System Design

Section 4.2 will be revised to reflect the results of the analyses for seismic capability of fuel

assemblies and control rods, considering NA3 site-specific seismic demands.

Section 19.2 PRA Results and Insights

Section 19.2 will be revised to reflect the results of an update to the ESBWR seismic margins
analysis for the plant-specific probabilistic risk assessment to address the NA3 seismic
demands. Conforming changes in other sections (e.g., to reference revised or supplemented
Licensing Topical Reports) will be made as appropriate.
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ATTACHMENTS

Attachment 1, Planned COLA Revisions

Attachment 1 describes the revisions that will be made to the COLA. For each entry, the table
includes:

" COLA Part/FSAR Section - this column lists the affected COLA part or FSAR section
number

* Subject of COLA Part/FSAR section - this column briefly describes the subject of the
COLA part or FSAR section

* Description of.Planned Revision - this column describes the change
* COLA Markup Submittal Date - this provides the date that the associated COLA markup

will be submitted to the NRC. Three sets of COLA markups will be submitted in 2015.
The first set will revise geotechnical information; the second set will revise the COLA to
incorporate the results of the SSI, SSSI, and stability analyses; and the third set will
revise the COLA to incorporate the results of the analyses of SSC design capacities.

* Comments - this column includes any relevant comments associated with the planned
revisions

Attachment 2, List of NA3 SSI and SSSI Analyses Cases

Attachment 2 lists the NA3 SSI and SSSI cases to be performed for the work that is discussed
in this SCP. For each case, the table provides:

* Case Number - the case number assigned to the analysis
" Building - the building model used for the analysis case
* Embedment Assumption - the embedment condition (partially-embedded, fully-

embedded, or surface founded) assumed in the analysis case
* Soil Condition - the soil properties (LB, BE, UB) used in the analysis case
* Model - the model size (full or half) used in the analysis case
* Analysis Method (Direct Method/Modified Subtraction Method) - the analysis method

(Direct Method or Modified Subtraction Method) used in the analysis case
* Case - additional properties of the analysis case

Attachment 3, Technical Reports and Analyses

Attachment 3 lists the technical reports and analyses that will be submitted to the NRC. For
each report, the table provides:

* Technical Report/Analysis Number - the assigned technical report or analysis number,
when known

* Technical Report/Analysis Title - the title of the document
* Submittal Date - the date the document will be submitted to the NRC
* Related RAIs - a list of RAIls that are related to the report
* Related COLA Parts/FSAR Sections.- a list of the related FSAR sections and COLA

parts
* Comments - any comments associated with the report
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Attachment 4, NRC Requests for Additional Information (RAIs)

Attachment 4 provides a listing and summary of the NA3 seismic-related RAIs, including:

* RAI Question - the RAI question number assigned by the NRC
* RAI Topic - a brief summary of the RAI topic
* RAI Schedule - the date the RAI response is scheduled to be submitted to the NRC. If

an RAI response that has been submitted to the NRC requires revision, this column
includes the date that the original response was submitted, and the scheduled date for
submitting the revised response

* Comments - any comments associated with the RAI

Attachment 5, NRC Audits - Dominion Support Activities

Attachment 5, "NA3 Review - Dominion Support Activities," lists the information that the NRC
requested to support two planned audits. This list is based on a list of audit items that the NRC's
FSAR Chapter 3 Project Manager provided to Dominion by email on July 2, 2014. The list
includes:

* Activity Number - the activity number that Dominion assigned to each bullet in the NRC
project manager's email. For example, there are 15 bulleted items listed for Audit 1,
thus the first item is designated "Audit 1-1"

* Activity Topic - the topic as described in the NRC's email
* Schedule - the date by which all work associate with a bullet is scheduled to be

complete
* Related Technical Report/Analyses - a list of the technical reports or analyses that have

been or will be created to address the NRC's topic
* Related COLA Parts/FSAR Sections - a list of COLA parts or sections that are related to

the NRC topic
* Related RAIs - a list of RAIs that are associated with the NRC topic
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Attachment 1: Planned COLA Revisions

COLA Subject of COLA , . Descnptonrof Planned Revision . COLA Markup . Comments
iPart/FSAR. Part/FSAR Submittal Date.

Section Section
FSAR Section Referenced Revisions to Topical Reports for seismic analyses of 12/2015 The changes will
1.6 Material fuel and control rods that are incorporated by be included in

reference will be included in this section, as Table 1.6-201
appropriate

FSAR Section Site Introduction This section will be revised to update the SSE 02/2015
2.0 comparison tables and CSDRS and ESP SSE

comparison figures to reflect the change from use of
the 2004/2006 GMM to the 2013 GMM

Revision of Tables 2.0-202 and-203, and Figures
2.0-201 through -204, -206 and -207

FSAR Section Geological and These sections will be revised to incorporate an 02/2015
2.5.2.2 Tectonic explanatory footnote to indicate that the sensitivity
(Subsections Characteristics of analysis was performed using the 2004/2006 GMM
2.5.2.2.3.5, the Site and
2.5.2.2.3.6, Region
2.5.2.2.4.3)

FSAR Section Ground Motion This section will be revised to reflect the change to 02/2015
2.5.2.4 Prediction the use 2013 GMM in place of 2004/2006 GMM.

Equations Updated seismic hazard results will be presented
Part 2/2.5.2.4.4
Update Revision of Tables 2.5.2-216, -217, -218 and -219,
Probabilistic Figures 2.5.2-230 through -258, and associated text
Seismic Hazard changes
Analysis and
Deaggregation
Part 2/2.5.2.4.5
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Attachment 1: Planned COLA Revisions

COLA' u•bject of COLA .j'> "e;sc..ritionn0ofPlanned Revision COLA Markup 'Comments
......... Pa't/FSAR .Submittal Date

Section ~ Section________
Seismic Sources This section will be revised incorporate an
Part 2/2.5.2.4.5.1 explanatory footnote to indicate that sensitivity

analysis was performed using the 2004/2006 GMM
FSAR Section
2.5.2.5

02/2015
This section will be revised to reflect updated site
response analyses and UHRS at the GMRS, ground
surface, and FIRS elevations based on use of
seismic hazard results developed using the 2013
GMM. Corresponding strain compatible soil and rock
properties are also provided based on the updated
site response analysis results

Base Case Site- Revision of Figures 2.5.2-259 through -263
specific Soil
Columns and
Uncertainties
Part 2/2.5.2.5.1
Capturing Site- Revision of Table 2.5.2-220, Figures 2.5.2-264
specific Geologic through -273 and associated text changes
Column Properties,
Uncertainties, and
Correlations
Part 2/2.5.2.5.2
Site Response Revision of Table 2.5.2-221 and Figures 2.5.2-274
Analysis through -293 and associated text changes
Part 2/2.5.2.5.3
Horizontal Uniform
Hazard Response
Spectra at the
GMRS Horizon
Part 2/2.5.2.5.4

Revision of Figures 2.5.2-294 through -306 and
associated text changes
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Attachment 1: Planned COLA Revisions

' OL.A Subject of COLA , Description of Planned Revision ....... OLAMarkup Cmmen
PartJFSAR PartIFSAR Subittal Date
~Section Se~ction~ _____

FSAR Section Design Response This section will be revised to reflect updated GMRS, 02/2015
2.5.2.6 Spectra PBSRS, and FIRS using hazard results based on

Part 2/2.5.2.6.1 & use of 2013 GMM
2.5.2.6.2

Revision of Tables 2.5.2-222 through -228, Figures
2.5.2-307 through -320 and associated text changes

FSAR Section Site-specific This section will be revised to reflect the updated SSI 02/2015
3.7.1.1.4 Design Ground input strain compatible soil and rock profiles based

Motion Response on use of 2013 GMM. The section will also be
Spectra updated to describe methodology/purpose of the

second SSI input response spectra for FWSC as
discussed in responses to RAI 3.7.1-11 and
Supplement 1

Revision of Tables 3.7.1-201 through -209, Figures
3.7.1-201 through -234 and -283 through -285, and
associated text changes

FSAR Section Site-specific This section will be revised to reflect the updated 02/2015
3.7.1.1.5 Design Ground time histories, response spectra and PSD check

Motion Time based on use of 2013 GMM. This section will also
History be updated to present the additional three

component set of spectrum compatible acceleration
time histories for the FWSC at base of concrete fill
(Elev. 220 feet) as discussed in response to RAI
3.7.1-11, RAI 3.7.1-11 Supplement 1, RAI 3.7.1-12
and RAI 3.7.1-12 Supplement 1

Revision of Tables 3.7.1-210 through -219, Figures
3.7.1-235 through -264 and -274 through -294, and
associated text changes
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Attachment 1: Planned COLA Revisions

COLA < Subject of COLA Description of-Plan~nedRevision COLA Markup Comments
SPartIFSAR ,PartFAIR .. Submittal Date~
:;S:ection &Section ..

FSAR Section Site-Dependent At- This section will be revised to reflect the updated site 02/2015
3.7.1.1.6 Grade SSE and dependent OBE based on use of 2013 GMM. New

OBE Response OBE spectra will be provided in Figures 3.7.1-265, -
Spectra 266 and -267 based on new horizontal and vertical

PBSRS at grade and site-dependent SSE at grade.
FSAR Section Site-Specific SSI FSAR Section 3.7.2 will be revised to address the 07/2015 FSAR Section
3.7.2 Analysis revised site-specific seismic analysis cases 3.7.2 will be

Part 2/3.7.2, revised to address
Tables 3.7.2-202, - the revised
203 & -204 analyses for RAI

03.07.02-11

FSAR Section Site-Specific SSI FSAR Sections 3.7.2 and 3.7.2.4 will be revised to 07/2015 Changes
3.7.2 Analysis address the effects of SSSI analyses associated with

Part 2/3.7:2 & RAI 03.07.02-16
3.7.2.4
New Tables &
Figures

FSAR Section Site-Specific SSI FSAR Section 3.7.2.4.1.3 will be revised to include 07/2015 Changes
3.7.2 Analysis revisions of the passing and cut-off frequencies of associated with

Part2/3.7.2.4.1.3, analysis used for the SSI analyses that above 50 Hz RAI 03.07.02-15
Table 3.7.2-201 for the bounding analysis cases to ensure that all of

the site-specific design ISRS are adequate for
frequencies up to 50 Hz

FSAR Section SSI Analysis FSAR Section 3.7.2.4.1.4 will be revised for 07/2015 Changes
3.7.2 Structural Models structural dynamic models and SDOF oscillators associated with

Part 2/3.7.2.4.1.4 used for site-specific SSI analyses of RB/FB, CB, RAI 03.07.02-14
Associated Tables and FWSC. Revised methodology and results of the
& Figures evaluations of the concrete cracking effects and

internal structure stiffness variation effects will be
provided
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Attachment 1: Planned COLA Revisions

COLA .Subject of COLA , Description f Pjanned Revision 1 , COLAMarkup ,omments
eParFSAR , PartFS•> Submittal Date

Section *Section ~
FSAR Section Site-Specific SSI The FSAR will be revised for RB/FB and CB site- 07/2015
3.7.2 Analysis Cases specific SSI analyses cases to include the fully

Part 2/3.7.2.4.1.5 embedded cases to capture the effects of the
Tables 3.7.2-202 & structural fill above the top of the Zone III rock on the
-203 seismic responses of the RB/FB and CB

FSAR Section Site-Specific SSI The FSAR will be revised for FWSC site-specific SSI 07/2015 Changes
3.7.2 Analysis Cases analyses cases to include the seismic responses of associated with

Part 2/3.7.2.4.1.5 input control motion at the bottom of the concrete fill/ RAI 03.07.02-11
Table 3.7.2-204 top of rock

FSAR Section SSI Enveloping Changes will be made to present enveloping load 12/2015 Changes
3.7.2 Maximum results from the revised site-specific RB/FB SSI associated with

Structural Loads analysis RAI 03.07.02-17
Part 2/
3.7.2.4.1.6.1
Tables 3.7.2-205
through -215

FSAR Section SSI Enveloping Discussions and table related to stress checks of the 12/2015
3.7.2 Maximum RB/FB structures using the scaling factor will be

Structural Loads removed and replaced by graphs used for
Part 2/ identifications of critical sections
3.7.2.4.1.6.1
Table 3.7.2-216

FSAR Section SSI Enveloping Changes will be made to present enveloping load 12/2015 Changes
3.7.2 Maximum results from the revised site-specific CB SSI analysis associated with

Structural Loads RAI 03.07.02-17
Part 2/
3.7.2.4.1.6.1
Tables 3.7.2-217 &
-218
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Attachment 1: Planned COLA Revisions

COLA • Subjct odf COLA Description of PlAned Revision COLA Markup. , Comm~ents
PartIFSAR ,PartFSAR .Submittal Date• pa• F AR ....... .....• .......... ... •,. •: ....=• ............. . ..... .......... Sub.tt.....e...............

'Sectionn
FSAR Section SSI Enveloping Discussions and table related to stress checks of the 12/2015
3.7.2 Maximum CB structure using the scaling factor will be removed

Structural Loads and replaced by graphs used for identifications of
Part 2/ critical sections
3.7.2.4.1.6.1
Table 3.7.2-219

FSAR Section SSI Enveloping Changes will be made to present enveloping load 12/2015 Changes
3.7.2 Maximum results from the revised site-specific FWSC SSI associated with

Structural Loads analysis RAI 03.07.02-17
Part 2/
3.7.2.4.1.6.1
Tables 3.7.2-220
through -224

FSAR Section SSI Enveloping For all Seismic Category I structures, including any 12/2015 Changes
3.7.2 Maximum supports and anchorages, that are specified in DCD associated with

Structural Loads Appendices 3G.1 (for the RB), 3G.2 (for the CB), RAI 03.07.02-17
Part 2/ 3G.3 (for the FWSC), and 3G.4 (for the FB), results
3.7.2.4.1.6.1 of a site-specific assessment will be included in
Associated tables FSAR Chapter 3
Other sections
may be revised or
added as
necessary

FSAR Section Site-Specific The results of an assessment of the seismic demand 12/2015 Changes
3.7.2 Seismic Design for the RPV support will be provided in the FSAR. If associated with

and Analysis of the RPV support load used in the assessment is RAI 03.07.02-18
SSCs based on the decoupled model of the RPV, a
Part 2/3.7.2.4.1.6.1 summary of the RPV support loads obtained from
3.7.2.4.1.8 the separate decoupled RPV analysis including a
Associated tables basis of its acceptance, will be included in the FSAR
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Attachment 1: Planned COLA Revisions

r..CQLA.. Subject of COLA I Description of Planned Revision COLA Mar .kup , 1 6.com ments
..artIFSAR • .. Part/FSAR Submittal Date

7Section, ~Sectio'n~
FSAR Section Fuel Storage and Results of a site-specific seismic analysis of the fuel 07/2015 Changes
9.1 Handling racks to ensure the structural adequacy of the racks associated with

will be included in the FSAR to show that these site- RAI 03.07.02-20
specific interaction loads are bounded by the
corresponding loads considered in the standard
design of the pool base slab and walls

FSAR Site-Specific A site-specific seismic analysis and structural 07/2015 Changes
Sections Seismic Design assessment of the PCCS condensers will be associated with
3.7.2 and and Analysis of included in the FSAR to demonstrate their RAI 03.07.02-21
3.8.2.1.5, SSCs acceptability for the NA 3 site-specific seismic
3.8.4 & 3G- demands. DCD Reference 3.8-1 will be updated
S.1.5.4.1 &
3G-
S.1.5.4.1.5
FSAR Section Below Grade The FSAR will be revised to include seismic lateral 7/2015 Changes
3.8.4 Exterior Wall pressure results from the RB/FB and CB SSI associated with

Design analyses of full column subgrade profiles RAI 03.08.04-37
Part 2/3.8.4
Figures 3.8.4-201 The section will be revised to include the following
through -208 comparisons of lateral pressure distributions on the

RB/FB and CB below grade exterior walls:

a) Site-specific seismic lateral pressures obtained as
envelope of results from SSI analyses of full column
profiles with standard design lateral pressure loads
to check for possible site-specific exceedances of
the'seismic lateral load demands
b) Site-specific static lateral pressures (at-rest and
hydrodynamic) with the corresponding standard
design static lateral pressure loads to demonstrate
that the site-specific static lateral pressure demands
are enveloped by the standard design
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Attachment 1: Planned COLA Revisions

COLA Subject of:COLA .Description of Planned Revisioni COLA Markup . Comments

~Sectioni _________ I_____________________ Section__ ________

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ • ° .. ..... _ _.........._ _ _ _ _ __...._ _ _ _ _. ....... . ...... __.... .. ... ... ....................... _ _ _ _ __...... ........ _ __....._ _ _... . _.. ._ ....

c) Site-specific seismic lateral pressures obtained as
envelope of results from SSI analyses of partial
column profiles with the envelope of results obtained
from the full column profiles to illustrate the effect of
the structural fill on top of the rock on the SASSI
results for seismic lateral pressures
d) Site-specific passive lateral resistance required for
sliding stability of the RB/FB and CB obtained as
envelope of the results from the revised sliding
stability calculations in FSAR Section 3.8.5.5 will be
compared to the corresponding wall passive
pressure loads considered in the standard design to
check for possible site-specific exceedances of the
passive lateral resistance demands

FSAR Section Foundation The FSAR will be updated to perform site specific 7/2015 Changes
3.8.5 Stability sliding stability evaluations using the methodology associated with

Part 2/3.8.5.5.1 consistent with DCD standard design. Moving RAI 03.08.05-6
Tables 3.8.5-201, - averaging will not be used for dynamic bearing
202 & -203 pressure calculations. Modification of the CB

foundation may be required for CB stability.
Part 2/3.8.5.5.2
Tables 3.8.5-204, -
205 & -206

FSAR Presentation of The FSAR will be revised to present results from the 12/2015 Changes
Sections Results site-specific stress evaluations associated with
3.7.2, 3.8.1, Part 2/3.7.2, RAI 03.07.02-17
3.8.2 3.8.3, 3.8.1.1.1,
3.8.4, 3.8.5, 3.8.1.1.2,
3G.1-S, 3G.2- 3.8.1.4.1, 3.8.2,
S, 3G.3-S, 3.8.3.1, 3.8.4.1.1,
3G.4-S & 3.8.4.1.2,
3G.5-S & 3.8.4.1.3,
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Attachment 1: Planned COLA Revisions

COLA Subject of COLA Descriltioi of Plan~ned Revision COLA Ma.........CQLA arkup l Ciimmefiets
,Part/FSARK •. Part/FSAR , SubmittalDate,

Section~ ~Section**.
Associated 3.8.4.1.4,
3G-S Tables 3.8.4.4.1,

3.8.4.4.3, 3.8.5.1,
3.8.5.4, 3G.1-S,
3G.2-S, 3G.3-S,
3G.4-S & 3G.5-S &
Associated 3G-S
tables

FSAR Section Seismic System Information will be included in FSAR Section 4.2 that 12/2015 Changes
4.2 Analysis & Fuel demonstrates that the NAPS fuel assembly and associated with

System Design control rod blade mechanical loads remain bounded RAI 04.02-1
by the component design analyses and testing
performed for the ESBWR certification. If exceeded,
results of additional testing and analyses that
demonstrate acceptability of the components
throughout their design lifetime will be included.

FSAR Section PRA Results and The FSAR will be revised to describe the 12/2015 Changes
19.2 Insights methodology and results of an update to the ESBWR associated with

Seismic Margin Analysis for the plant-specific RAI 19.02-1
probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) to address the
Unit 3 seismic demands

COLA Part 7 NAPS DEP 3.7-1 Departure NAPS DEP 3.7-1, Ground Response 12/2015
Spectra for Seismic Structural Loads and Floor
Response Spectra, will be revised as appropriate
any departures associated with the site-specific
analyses results for SSCs with seismic design
analysis results in the DCD, the addition to the scope
of Section 1.6, and modifications to the CB
foundation if necessary
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Attachment 2: SSI and SSSI Analyses Cases

1. Design Basis Model: Uncracked with OBE Damping (SSI Cases)

Analysis Method

Case Building Embedment Soil Model (Direct Method/ Case
No. Assumption Condition Modified Subtraction

Method)

1 RB/FB Partially Embedded BE Full DM 100% Stiff. Diaphragm Floor (DF) &Vent Wall (VW)

2 RB/FB Partially Embedded UB Full DM 100% Stiff. Diaphragm Floor (DF) &Vent Wall (VW)

3 RB/FB Partially Embedded LB Full DM 100% Stiff. Diaphragm Floor (DF) &Vent Wall (VW)

4 CB Partially Embedded BE Full DM

5 CB Partially Embedded UB Full DM

6 CB Partially Embedded LB Full DM

7 FWSC Surface Founded BE Half DM Input at Bottom of Basemat

8 FWSC Surface Founded UB Half DM Input at Bottom of Basemat

9 FWSC Surface Founded LB Half DM Input at Bottom of Basemat

10 FWSC Surface Founded BE Half DM Input at Bottom of Concrete Fill

11 FWSC Surface Founded UB Half DM Input at Bottom of Concrete Fill

12 FWSC Surface Founded LB Half DM Input at Bottom of Concrete Fill

13 RB/FB Fully Embedded BE Full MSM 100% Stiff. Diaphragm Floor (DF) &Vent Wall (VW)

14 RB/FB Fully Embedded UB Full MSM 100% Stiff. Diaphragm Floor (DF) &Vent Wall (VW)

15 RB/FB Fully Embedded LB Full MSM 100% Stiff. Diaphragm Floor (DF) &Vent Wall (VW)

16 CB Fully Embedded BE Full MSM

17 CB Fully Embedded UB Full MSM

18 CB Fully Embedded LB Full MSM
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Attachment 2: SSI and SSSI Analyses Cases

2. Uncracked with OBE Damping (SSSI Cases)

Analysis Method
Case Building Embedment Soil Model (Direct Method/ Case
No. Assumption Condition Modified Subtraction

Method)
19 CB-RBFB Fully Embedded UB Full MSM CB Soil Profile & CB FIRS

20 CB-RBFB Partially Embedded LB Full MSM CB Soil Profile & CB FIRS

21 CB-FWSC Fully Embedded UB Half MSM Input at Bottom of CB Basemat
22 FWSC-CB Fully Embedded UB Half MSM Input at Bottom of Concrete Fill

23 CB-FWSC Fully Embedded LB Half MSM Input at Bottom of CB Basemat
24 FWSC-CB Fully Embedded LB Half MSM Input at Bottom of FWSC Basemat

3. Fully Cracked Model with SSE Damping (SSI Cases)

Case Building Embedment Soil Model Analysis Case
No. Assumption Condition Method

25 RB/FB Partially Embedded LB Full DM 0% Stiff. Diaphragm Floor (DF) & Vent Wall (VW)

26 RB/FB Partially Embedded LB Full DM 50% Stiff. Diaphragm Floor (DF) & Vent Wall (VW)

27 CB Partially Embedded LB Full DM
28 FWSC Surface Founded LB Half DM Input at Bottom of Basemat

29 RB/FB Fully Embedded LB Full MSM 0% Stiff. Diaphragm Floor (DF) & Vent Wall (VW)

30 RB/FB Fully Embedded LB Full MSM 50% Stiff. DF&V/W

31 CB Fully Embedded LB Full MSM
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Attachment 3: Technical Reports and Analyses

. + Techn.ical '. .Technical Report/Analysis• :Submittal Date, Related RAts Related COLA Comments
Report/Analysis . Title Parts/FSAR .

Number________ Sections.

SER-DMN-01 1 Benchmarking of Submitted to NRC N/A Part 2/FSAR Transmitted by
SASSI2010 MSM Results August 11, 2014 Section 3.7.2 Dominion letter
from NA3 Site-Specific SSI NA3-14-034
Analysis

SER-DMN- 002 RB/FB Licensing Basis 7/2015 03.07.02-13 Part 2/FSAR Supports Audit
Seismic Analysis Report 03.07.02-14 Sections 3.7.2 & Items 1- 8, -9, -10,

03.07.02-15 3.8.4 and -11
03.07.02-17
03.07.02-18
03.07.02-19
03.07.02-23
03.08.04-37

SER-DMN- 003 Licensing Basis Seismic 6/2015 03.07.02-11 Part 2/FSAR Supports Audit
Analysis Report for CB 03.07.02-13 Sections 3.7.2 & Items 1- 8,-10, and

03.07.02-14 3.8.4 -11
03.07.02-15
03.07.02-17
03.07.02-23
03.08.04-37

SER-DMN-004 Licensing Basis Seismic 6/2015 03.07.01-11 Part 2/FSAR Supports Audit
Analysis Report for FWSC 03.07.02-13 Section 3.7.2 Items 1- 3 and -7

03.07.02-14
03.07.02-15
03.07.02-17
03.07.02-23

SER-DMN-005 Licensing Basis Stability 7/2015 03.08.05-6 Part 2/FSAR Supports Audit Item
Report for RB/FB 03.08.05-7 Section 3.8.5 1-15

SER-DMN-006 Licensing Basis Stability 6/2015 03.08.05-6 Part 2/FSAR Supports Audit Item
Report for CB 03.08.05-7 Section 3.8.5 1-15

SER-DMN-007 Licensing Basis Stability 6/2015 03.08.05-6 Part 2/FSAR Supports Audit Item
Report for FWSC 03.08.05-7 Section 3.8.5 1-15
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Attachment 3: Technical Reports and Analyses

-.. ;. . Technical Technical Report/Analysis Submittal Date Related RAls . Related COLA : Co:mments
Report/Analysis Parts/FSAR

Number : Sections
TBD Seismic Structure-Soil- 7/2015 03.07.02-16 Part 2/FSAR Supports Audit Item

Structure Interaction Section 3.7.2 1-12
Analysis Report for RB/FB
and CB

TBD Seismic Structure-Soil- 5/2015 03.07.02-16 Part 2/FSAR Supports Audit Item
Structure Interaction Section 3.7.2 1-13
Analysis Report for CB and
FWSC

S/VTR-SAS Validation Test Report for 11/2014 03.07.02-10 Not Applicable Supports Audit Item
SASS12010 Version 1 03.07.02-13 1-5

CGD/S-SA-P Commercial Grade 11/2014 N/A Not Applicable Supports Audit Item
Dedication Plan for 1-5
SASS12010 Version 1

TBD Licensing Basis RCCV 11/2015 03.07.02-17 Part 2/FSAR Supports Audit Item
Structural Design Report Sections 3.7.2, 2-5

3.8.1, 3.8.5,
3G.1 & 3G.5 &
Associated 3G
Tables

TBD Licensing Basis RB/FB 11/2015 03.07.02-17 Part 2/FSAR Supports Audit Item
Structural Design Report 03.07.02-19 Sections 3.7.2, 2-5

03.08.04-37 3.8.4, 3.8.5,
03.08.05-7 3G.1, 3G.3 &

3G.5 &
Associated 3G
Tables
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Attachment 3: Technical Reports and Analyses

Tehrnical "Technical Rep-t/Analysis Submittal Dater.. !Related RAIs• Related COLA Comment s.
ReportIAnalysis . Title ... . Parts/FSAR..

Numhber . Sections
TBD Licensing Basis CB 10/2015 03.07.02-17 Part 2/FSAR Supports Audit Item

Structural Design Report 03.08.04-37 Sections 3.7.2, 2-5
03.08.05-6 3.8.4, 3.8.5,
03.08.05-7 3G.2 &

Associated 3G
Tables

TBD Licensing Basis FWSC 10/2015 03.07.02-17 Part 2/FSAR Supports Audit Item
Structural Design Report (if 03.08.05-6 Sections 3.7.2 2-5
required) 03.08.05-7 3.8.4, 3.8.5,

3G.4 &
Associated 3G
Tables

TBD Licensing Basis Stress 10/2015 03.07.02-17 Part 2/FSAR Supports Audit Item
Analysis Report for Drywell Sections 3.7.2, 2-5
Head 3.8.2, 3G.1 &

Associated 3G
Tables

TBD Licensing Basis 10/2015 03.07.02-17 Part 2/FSAR Supports Audit Item
Containment Metal Section 3.7.2, 2-5
Components Structural 3.8.1, 3.8.2,
Design Report 3G.1 &

Associated 3G
Tables

TBD Licensing Basis 11/2015 03.07.02-17 Part 2/FSAR Supports Audit Item
Containment Internal Section 3.7.2, 2-5
Structures Structural Design 3.8.3, 3G.1 &
Report Associated 3G

Tables
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North Anna Unit 3 Seismic Closure Plan

Attachment 3: Technical Reports and Analyses

Technical. Technical Rep•0rt/Aaljs Submittal'Date. Related RAIs i Related COLA Comments
Re6or/nalysis;P Title PRart/FS~AR

TBD North Anna 3 PCCS 8/2015 03.07.02-21 Part 2/FSAR Supports Audit Item
Condensers Evaluation Section 3.7.2, 2-9
Report 3.8.2.1.5,

3G.1.5.4.1

TBD North Anna 3 Fuel Racks 8/2015 03.07.02-20 Part 2/FSAR Supports Audit Item
Evaluation Report Section 9.1 2-8

NEDC-33240P GE14E Fuel Assembly 8/2015 04.02-1 Part 2/FSAR Supports Audit Item
and NEDO-33240 Mechanical Design Report Sections 1.6 and 2-6
revisions 4.2
NEDE-33244P ESBWR Marathon Control 8/2015 04.02-1 Part 2/FSAR Supports Audit
and NEDO-33244 Rod Mechanical Design Sections 1.6 and Item 2-6
revisions Report 4.2
TBD North Anna Unit 3 COLA 12/2015 19.02-1 Part 2/FSAR Supports Audit Item

RB/FB Seismic Fragility Section 19.2 2-11
Report

TBD North Anna Unit 3 COLA CB 12/2015 19.02-1 Part 2/FSAR Supports Audit Item
Seismic Fragility Report Section 19.2 2-11

TBD North Anna Unit 3 COLA 12/2015 19.02-1 Part 2/FSAR Supports Audit Item
FWSC Seismic Fragility Section 19.2 2-11
Report (if required)
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North Anna Unit 3 Seismic Closure Plan

Attachment 4: NRC Requests for Additional Information (RAIs)

iRA[Question RAI Topic RAI S6hedule Related COLA Comments
Parts/FSAR

Sections,

02.05.02-6 Vibratory Ground Response submitted 05/07/14 Part 2/2.5.2.5 To be revised for 2013 GMM
Motion

Revised response 2/2015

02.05.02-7 Vibratory Ground Response submitted 05/07/14 Part 2/2.5.2.4 Does not require revision
Motion (Parts 1 &2)

Supplement 1 response submitted
05/29/14 (Part 3)

02.05.05-4 Stability of Slopes Response submitted 05/07/14 Part 2/2.5.5.5 Does not require revision
03.07.01-7 Effect of backfill on Response submitted 07/03/2014 Part 2/2.5.2.5, Does not require revision

FIRS development Part 2/2.5.2.6,
Part 2/3.7.1.1.4,
Part 2/3.7.2.4.1

03.07.01-8 Development and use Original response submitted Part 2/3.7.1.1.4, Supplement 1 provided
of companion profiles 07/03/2014 Part 2/Table 3.7.1- clarifications,-to address NRC
- BE, LB, UB profile 201 through -206 comments

Supplement 1 response submitted
07/22/2014 To be revised for 2013 GMM

(Figure 1 of response to be
Revised response 2/2015 revised)

03.07.01-9 Poisson's ratio used Response submitted 07/18/2014 Part 2/Table 2.5.4- Does not require revision
in developing Vp 208,
and layer soil Part 2/Table 3.7.1-
properties 201 through -206

03.07.01-10 NEI ISG-017 check Response submitted 07/18/2014 Part 2/2.5.2.6, Does not require revision
use clarifications Part 2/3.7.1.1.4 1
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North Anna Unit 3 Seismic Closure Plan

Attachment 4: NRC Requests for Additional Information (RAIs)

teiated COILA
Parts/IFSAR i

Sections

Comments

7.01-11 FWSC response
spectra modeling
basis

Original response submitted
07/18/2014

Supplement 1 response submitted
07/22/2014

Supplement 2 response 2/2015

Supplement 3 response 7/2015

Part 2/2.5.2.5
Part 2/2.5.2.6
Part 2/Figure 2.5.2-
290 through -293,
Part 2/Figure 301
and -306,
Part 2/3.7.1.1.4
Part 2/Figure 3.7.1-
259, -262, -231 and
-234,
Part 2/3.7.2

Initial response provided
revised methodology for
determining FWSC response
spectra

Supplement 1 provided
response spectra/SSI input at
the base of concrete fill for
FWSC

Supplement 2 will revise
submitted responses to
incorporate 2013 GMM

Supplement 3 will provide
analyses results with FIRS at
base of concrete fill based on
2013 GMM

03.07.01-12 Numerical results for Original response submitted Part 2/3.7.1.1.5, To be revised for 2013 GMM
spectral matching 07/18/2014 Part 2/Figures 3.7.1-
and PSD functions 268 through -282,

Part 2/Figures 3.7.1-
292 through -294

Supplement 1 response submitted
10/13/2014

Supplement 2 response 2/2015
03.07.02-10 SASSI 2010 vs 2000 Response submitted 07/03/2014 Part 2/3.7.2, 3C.7.4, Does not require revision

(50 Hz) 3C.7.5
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North Anna Unit 3 Seismic Closure Plan

Attachment 4: NRC Requests for Additional Information (RAIs)

RAIQue.stion RAI Top.:.!RAI Schedule ........... Related COLA Co qmmentts.
Part~sIFSAR

Sec~tions

03.07.02-11 Input Motion Horizon Response submitted Part 2/ ESAR To be revised for 2013 GMM
for CB 551 Analysis 08/07/2014 Section 3.7.2

Revised response 7/2015
03.07.02-12 Two sets of THs - Response submitted Part 2/ FSAR Does not require revision

which ones used 07/03/2014 Section 3.7.2
(partial / full column)______________

03.07.02-13 Site-specific SSI 7/2015 Part 2/ ESAR
Analyses Models Section 3.7.2

03.07.02-14 Site-specific SSI 7/2015 Part 2/ ESAR
modeling of cracked Section 3.7.2
concrete stiffness and
damping properties

03.07.02715 SSI Analyses Response submitted 07/18/2014 Part 2/ FSAR
Transfer Function, Section 3.7.2 To be revised to include cut-off
Interpolation, ISRS Revised response 7/2015 frequency evaluation
Results for all
locations

03.07.02-16 Site-specific SSSI 7/2015 Part 2/ FSAR
evaluation Section 3.7.2

03.07.02-17 Site-specific 12/2015 Part 2/ FSAR Results of the site-specific
Structural Evaluation Sections 3.7.2, stress checks based on the

3.8.1, 3.8.2 3.8.3, results of the finite element
3.8.4, 3.8.5, 3G.1-S, analyses will be included as
3G.2-S, 3G.3-S, part of the responses
3G.4-S & 3G.5-S &
Associated 3G-S

______________ ~~~~Tables ______________
03.07.02-18 RPV stick model site- 12/2015 Part 2/ FSAR

specific enveloping Section 3.7.2
seismic loads________ ______
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North Anna Unit 3 Seismic Closure Plan

Attachment 4: NRC Requests for Additional Information (RAIs)

RAI Question RAI Topic KAI Schedule Related COLA Comments:
PartsIFSAR

03.07.02-19 Stress Evaluation of Response submitted Part 2/ FSAR Related to RAI 03.07.02-17
RB/FB Flexible Walls 07/07/2014 Section 3.7.2

Revised response 12/2015
03.07.02-20 Spent fuel pool and 12/2015 Part 2/ FSAR

buffer pool structures Section 3.7.2
and storage racks

03.07.02-21 PCCS Condensers 12/2015 Part 2/ FSAR
and support Sections 3.7.2,
structures 3.8.2.1.5, 3G.1.5.4.1

03.07.02-22 Definition of Unit 3 Response submitted Part 2/ FSAR Does not require revision
SSE ISRS 07/03/2014 Section 3.7.2

03.07.02-23 ISRS Results Response submitted Part 2/ FSAR To be revised for 2013 GMM
07/03/2014 Section 3.7.2

Related to RAI 03.07.02-15
Revised response 7/2015

03.07.02-24 SSI Analysis of Non- Response submitted Part 2/ FSAR Does not require revision
Seismic Category I 08/07/2014 Section 3.7.2
Structures

03.07.02-25 FSAR Sections Response submitted Part 2/ FSAR Does not require revision
3.7.2.8.1 and 07/03/2014 Section 3.7.2
3.7.2.8.3
Inconsistences

03.07.03-1 FSAR 3.7.3.13 - Response submitted 07/18/2014 Part 2/ FSAR Does not require revision
Seismic Category I Section 3.7.3
buried piping 

_

03.08.04-37 Lateral Soil/Rock 12/2015 Part 2/ FSAR
Pressures Section 3.8.4
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North Anna Unit 3 Seismic Closure Plan

Attachment 4: NRC Requests for Additional Information (RAIs)

RAI Question "I Topic .'RAI Schedule • Related COLA - Comments

~Sectionis

03.08.05-6 Sliding Stability 7/2015 Part 2/ FSAR
Evaluation Section 3.8.5

03.08.05-7 Bearing Pressures & Response submitted Part 2/ FSAR To be revised for the new
Foundation Design 08/07/2014 Section 3.8.5 results and to document

NASTRAN evaluations of
Revised response 12/2015 foundations

03.09.02-3 ASME code Response submitted Part 2/ FSAR Does not require revision
specifications and 08/01/2014 Section 3.9.2
CSDRS

04.02-1 Include in FSAR info 12/2015 Part 2/ FSAR
that demonstrates Sections 1.6 and 4.2
fuel assembly and
control rod loads are
bounded by standard
design.

19.02-1 Plant Specific PRA 12/2015 Part 2/ FSAR
(Seismic Margin Section 19.2
Analysis)
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North Anna Unit 3 Seismic Closure Plan

Attachment 5: NRC Audits - Dominion Support Activities

cftlvity it Activity Topic Schedule .Related Technical . Related COLA Related RAIS':
Number .Reports/Analyses Parts/FSAR

Sections:,,
Audit 1-* Updated PSHA due to 2/2015 NAPOO1 -08 and -09 FSAR 2.5.2.4 None

change to 2013 GMM
25659-000-KOC-0000-00026,

Revision of FSAR 2.5.2.4, 00027, -00028, -00029, - FSAR 2.5.2.5,
2.5.2.5, 2.5.2.6, and 3.7.1.1 00030, -00031, -00032 and - 2.5.2.6, and
and complete revisions of 00033 3.7.1.1
associated RAIs 02.05.02-6,
03.07.01-8, -11 and -12 to
reflect changes due to
change to 2013 GMM

Audit 1 - 1 Respond to all RAls 7/2015 See Audit 1-3 FSAR 2.5.2.5, 03.07.01-7
designated for July 2014 2.5.2.6, 3.7.1.1 through
responses in the June 19, 03.07.01-10 & -
2014, public meeting 12
presentation (ML14169A356)

03.07.02-10,
12, -15, -19, -
22, -23, &-25
03.07.03-1

03.08.04-38

03.08.05-7
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Attachment 5: NRC Audits - Dominion Support Activities

Ac-tivity. 2 Activity Topic.. Schedule - Related "Tech nical[ . RelatedCOLA . Related RAIs
.Number. Reports/Analyses Pa I rtsIFSAR

Seactions <

Audit 1 - 2 Respond to RAIs 03.07.02- See Audit 1- SER-DMN-002, -004, -005, - Part 2/ FSAR See Activity
11, 13, 14, 16, 24, and RAI 7 & 1-8 006, -007 Section 3.7.1, Topic
03.08.05-6 7/2015 S/VTR-SAS 3.7.2, 3.8.5

Seismic SSSI Interaction
Analysis Report for RB/FB and
CB
Seismic SSSI Analysis Report
for CB and FWSC

Audit 1-3 Complete SSI inputs for 2/2015 25659-000-KOC-0000-00030, Part 2/2.5.2.5 03.07.01-11
analysis of FWSC with control -00031, -00032 and -00033 Supplement 2
motions defined at base of Part 2/2.5.2.6
concrete fill

Part 2/3.7.1.1.4

Audit 1 - 4 Complete any other 2/2015 25659-000-KOC-0000-00026, Part 2/2.5.2.5 None
modifications to SSI inputs 00028 and -00032
needed to address RAIs Part 2/2.5.2.6

Part 2/3.7.1.1.4

Audit 1 - 5 Complete NA3-specific V&V 11/2014 S/VTP-SAS Not applicable None
of SASS12010 CGD/S-SA-R

CGD/S-SA-P
Audit 1 - 6 Complete benchmarking of Report SER-DMN-01 1 Part 2/FSAR None

MSM vs DM of SASS12010 submitted Section 3.7.2
08/11/2014
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Attachment 5: NRC Audits - Dominion Support Activities

Activity Activity Top. . .Sched.ule. j Related Techinical Related COLA Related RA• s
NubrReports/Analyses ~ PartsIFSAR

:tc, .Sections
Audit 1 - 7 Complete SSI analysis of 6/2015 SER-DMN-004 Part 2/ FSAR 03.07.01-11

FWSC with control motions Section 3.7.1
defined at bottom of basemat
and envelop results with
results of analysis with control
motions defined at bottom of
concrete fill

Audit 1 - 8 Complete evaluation of 7/2015 SER-DMN-002/ Part 2/ FSAR 3.7.2.14 (f)
cracking effects on SER-DMN-003 Section 3.7.2
walls/slabs (out-of-plane) of
RB and CB to determine
whether SDOF oscillators
need to be modified or added
to stick models of RB and CB

Audit 1 - 9 Complete evaluation of the 7/2015 SER-DMN-002 Part 2/ FSAR 3.7.2.14 (h)
effect of stiffness of Section 3.7.2
containment diaphragm floor
and vent wall (composite
plates) of RB

Audit 1 - 10 Complete full-column SSI 7/2015 SER-DMN-002/ Part 2/ FSAR None
analysis of RB and CB SER-DMN-003 Section 3.7.2

Audit 1 - 11 Complete partial-column SSI 7/2015 SER-DMN-002/ Part 2/ FSAR None
analysis of RB and CB SER-DMN-003 Section 3.7.2

Audit 1 - 12 Complete SSSI analysis of 7/2015 Seismic SSSI Analysis Report Part 2/FSAR 03.07.02-16
RB and CB for RB/FB and CB Section 3.7.2

Seismic SSSI Analysis Report
for CB and FWSC

Audit 1 - 13 Complete SSSI analysis of 7/2015 Seismic SSSI Analysis Report Part 2/ FSAR 03.07.02-16
CB and FWSC for CB and FWSC Section 3.7.2

Audit 1 - 14 Complete any other SSI 7/2015 TBD Part 2/ FSAR None
analysis needed to address Section 3.7.2
the RAIs
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Attachment 5: NRC Audits - Dominion Support Activities

Activity ActivityTopic Schedule Related Technical Related COLA • Relaited RAls
Number ReportslAnalyses Parts/FSAR

/ eposy~.Sections4
Audit 1 - 15 Complete sliding stability 7/2015 SER-DMN-005/ Part 2/ FSAR 03.08.05-6

evaluation of RB, CB, and SER-DMN-006/ SER-DMN- Section 3.8.5.
FWSC 007

Audit 2 - 1 Respond to RAls 03.07.02- 12/2015 None Part 2/ FSAR See Activity
17, 18, 20, 21, and RAI Section 3.7.2, Topic
03.08.04-37 3.8.4

Audit 2 - 2 Complete site-specific design 7/2015 SER-DMN-002/ Part 2/ FSAR 03.07.02-23
ISRS at all locations of RB, SER-DMN-003/SER-DMN-004 Section 3.7.2
CB, and FWSC

Audit 2 - 3 Determine whether or not Complete: None Part 2/ FSAR 03-07-02-17
NASTRAN analysis is NASTRAN / Section 3.7.2
necessary SSDP will

be used for
RB/FB,CB
and FWSC

Audit 2 - 4 Complete NASTRAN analysis 12/2015 TBD Part 2/ FSAR 03-07-02-17
if necessary Section 3.7.2

Audit 2 - 5 Complete SSDP analysis 12/2015 TBD Part 2/ FSAR 03-07-02-17
Section 3.7.2

Audit 2 - 6 Complete evaluation for local 12/2015 TBD Part 2/ FSAR 03.07.02-20
analysis/design of SSCs not Section 3.7.2
based on SSDP

Audit 2 - 7 Complete evaluation of RPV 12/2015 TBD Part 2/ FSAR 03.07.02-18
support structures and Section 3.7.2
anchorage

Audit 2 - 8 Complete evaluation of spent 12/2015 TBD 03.07.02-20
fuel pool and buffer pool Part 2/ FSAR

structures and storage racks Section 3.7.2, 9.1

Audit 2 - 9 Complete evaluation of PCCS 12/2015 TBD Part 2/ FSAR 03.07.02-21
condensers and support Sections 3.7.2,
structures 3.8.23G
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Attachment 5: NRC Audits - Dominion Support Activities

i Activity. Activity Topic Schedule Related Technical 7. Related MCOLA. • Related RAls
Number: ReportslAnalyses • Parts/FSAR; .

S$,ctions
Audit 2 - 10 Complete evaluation of lateral 12/2015 SER-DMN-002/ Part 2/ FSAR 03.08.04-37

soil/rock pressures on SER-DMN-003 Section 3.8.4
embedded walls of RB and
CB

Audit 2 - 11 Complete update of the 12/2015 TBD Part 2/ FSAR 19.02-1
seismic margin analysis Section 19.2
(SMA) per DC/COL-ISG-020
(RAI 19.02-1)
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